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The Business Men's Club Invites You to Celebrate in Alamogordo on July 3
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DAY IN ALAMO

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1908.

A. Alexander, the hustling Alamogordo and Cloudcroft
photographer, has put in a line
of High Grade box stationery at!
his Cloudcroft store. When it
comes to quality there is noth--

Train Will Bring Big is put upem1ttraectivTpack"ageJll(lp MaM Will H68T PlB8
and Mr. Alexander tells The1
it,
News that he has already worked
Crowd from the East.
of Carizozo Mm Today.
up a fine business in this line.
Mr. Alexander is furnishing
his customers with an artistic
book entitled "Correspondence."
Everything
connected with These books are printed on a The Carrizoao shooting of ten
the big celebration to be held ii high grade enamel paper, beau days ago in which Harry 0.
this city July 8 is moving along tifully illustrated and neatly Keith, alias William Harte, was
i
nicely. A lot of hills containing oouna.
tJorrespondence " con- killed, is again the principal
the program for the day were tains correct forms which makes topic f discussion up at Carri- printed last week aud Messrs. it invaluable to letter writers. zozo.
Dudley and Pelphrey, of the ar- He is also supplying his custoKeith was shot by the
rangements committee, have mers with color-typ- e
watchman. Herring.
art blotters
been busy scattering them which are very attractive.
He was brought to the railroad
broadcast over the country.
Most of us are letter writers hospital in this city and died a
Chairman Murray, of the and are. of course, interested in short time after his arrival.
amusement committee, has been fine stationery. The News urges
At the preliminary hearing,
working overtime. The "greas-(d- " those of its readers who have not Herring was released on a $15(10
pole has been raised and al- seen this line of High Grade sta 'bond. William Letendris, John
ready the "kids" have been tionery to call at Mr. Alexan Connor, William Klink and
practicing climbing it. On the der's studio lit once and look it Harry Johnson, companions of
top of the pole will he five one over.
Keith at the time of the killing.
dollar bills for the lads who get
High Grade stationery costs were held in bonds of $200
there first.
(Continued on page 8.)
no more than many inferior
Many of the prizes offered for brands and it is correct for all
the races aud other sports are on occasions.
It carries an air of
(Continued on page 8.)
refinement and affords a satisfaction to the writer that makes
letter writing a pleasure to your
ADVENTISTS TO
self and correspondent.
Mr. Alexander secured this!
line from the National Mercantile company, of Iowa City,
CONVENE HERE Iowa,
the largest jobbers of good
Harry Roy, abductor of
stationery in the country. They
Janie Potter, of Coro-nhave made this branch of their
is whiling away a few weeks
business a study and as a result of this hot weather in the Lin
First Territorial Convention at it is being carried in stock by coin county iail. He will be
live dealers all over the United tried at tbe coming term of court
States.
in that county.
Alameda Park in August.
Mr. Potter and Miss Janie re- ti
lUliAd flj His florae.
mBine(j in town for a couple of
Melvin Lumbley, swit of W. iJ ays after the runaway pair had
H. Lumbley, of this city, was been headed off here. The little
The next bis gathering of
killed at Artesia Saturday by girl was forgiven by her papa
in Alamogordo will be his horse falling on him. He; and the two of them seemed to
the territorial convention of the leaves a widow, having been be as happy as larks during their
Seventh Day Adventista.
married about two years ago to stay here.
This affair will, be the first conv- a Miss Munson, of Avis.
They took in the shows aud
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the institution and remain until
the opening of the term.
Prof.1 Morgan will be married
on July 4 and will be accompanied here July 5 by his bride.

land claimed.

delegates from over the territory
there will
prominent
Adventista from all pa. ts of the United
Sutes
The convention will begin August lu
and will continue for ten days.
It will
be held iu Alameda park.
Tbe Newt will keep its readers posted
regarding this big event.
clred

be present
In addition,
In pre ten I a large number of

wii

INTERNATIONALS
By Uloouiy Uus

DEFEAT

before the board of county commissionJudge W K. Stalcup la preparing
the petition.
After the requisite number of signatures to the petition have been secured,
a census of the city will be taken and
the work of Incorporation taken up in
earnest.

patronized the soda fountains
and millinery stores liberally.
Mr. Potter had returned to
him all of the $400 stolen by his
daughter and Roy except the
amount spent by the pair in
reaching this city.
Word from Corona is to the
effVet that the elopement is the
sok- of conversation 14. $Lat
little town. Miss Janie was
glad to get home and promised
her parents that she would be a
good little girl from now on,
henceforth and forever.

ALAMOS

IN

SUNDHY
BALL GAME

The Alcazar.
Paso Internationals will
lie here
again Sunday. The The Alcazar has been displayu'u me will be called at 8 :80 p. m.
ing a line of very high grade pic"harp.
tures for the past two weeks.
The Alamos are practicing The moving picture show is alike
every day, and The News hereby the poor and the rich roan's show
offers to bet a gill of butter milk and the one here is as good as
against m doughnut hole that any in the country. Many of the
they win the game.
pictures now being displayed are
Everybody who can spare the of a high educational value. The
price ought to attend the game. comics are good and the show is
The expense of bringing the team more than worth the money.
here from El Paso is considerable Admission to all 10 cents. Proand if we are to have these teams gram changes three times a
orae here it will be necessary to week. Watch for the
patronize the games liberally.
Program. Electric fans keep
the theatre cooL
City in Darkness.
Florida Man Will Build.
On account of a serióos breakdown at the power plant, the
Fritz Manson, of Florida, has
('i.ty was in darkness Tuesday bought 80 acres of land from L.
night.
Every industry in the
Philbert. Consideration $80
i'ity using electricity for power J.
acre. Mr. Hanson has also
per
' wag out
of commission yesterday.
The company was busy yesterday purchased six acres of land from
"taking temporary repairs and it Robert Pignet on which he inwas hoped to be able to furnish tends to erect a handsome resipower today.
dence.
The El

played in Alamogordo; and to; eight when the Alamos made
feel the breathless suspense that their last ditch" stand in a
began in the first inning when desperate effort to win.
From every point of view tbe
two men scored, and the Alamos
tried to make a runaway race of game and its results were good.
the trame. That same interest The spectators paid the price of
and suspence prevailed clear admission to see a good exhibithrough to the last half of tbe tion of ball playing, and they

MRS. HOPPER IS DEAD
Prominent in Social, Church and Library Work
in Alamogordo for Many Years.
After remaining unconscious horseback from Cloudcroft. Just
for eight days following a stroke before reaching High Rolls, Mrs.
of apoplexy, Mrs. S. 8. Hopper Hopper suffered an attack of apoplexy and fell from her horse.
died Tuesday morning at 8 Mrs.
Clements secured the assiso'clock.
Mrs. Hopper came to Alamo- tance of a man working in a field
gordo eight years ago and has near by and carried the stricken
ever since been a powerful social woman to a farm house. She was
factor for good in the community. brought to the hospital here on
She was prominent in social, Tuesday evening of last week,
where she remained until her
church and library work.
Her two daughters, Mrs. W. T. death.
The time of the funeral has
Arnold, of Denver, and Mrs. T.
L. Lane, of Los Angeles, were not yet been decided upon. Mr.
with her at the time of her Hopper, husband of the deceased
lady, is expected to arrive from
death.
As stated in The News last Colorado Friday afternoon or
week, Mrs. Hopper and Mrs. J. Saturday morning, and the time
D. Clements were returning on for the funeral will then be set.

The New Town.
The Tularosa Tribune says the
Monterey town lot sale was a
success it being "reported" that
150 lots were sold. The petition
for a postoffice has been granted
and it is likely that Ü. R. Jeffries will be the postmaster.
The First National bank of Monterey is being organized. The
Tribune announces that it will
boost both towns and the entire
valley as the name of the paper
The Tularosa Valley Tribune
would indicate.
Porch Furniture, the latest,
H yon are not taking The News
Window Shades, all kinds, At
At OLIVER'S.
you are not getting the news.
OLIVER'S.
ly

Hans Call tor a Magnlticient

HENRY BELL IS
AT HOME IN JAIL

ers.

Negro Win Shot Face Olí of
Mexican Captured.

Social this Evening.

After the business meeting of
the Epwurth League of the M. E.
Henry Bell, the "nigiser3' who
church, South, this evening, the
members and friends will enjoy shot the face off of Tomas Rodri- a social hour or So in front of the qnez a week ago, is occupying a
parsonage.
Refreshments will cell in the county jail.
Bel! made a sensational getbe served.
away after the shooting.
No
sooner had he left town than be
began stealing horses, saddles
and guns.
He was captured uear Newman
by a cowboy who happened to be
a deputy sheriff. The cowboy
got their money's worth
arrested the negro asa suspicious
The financial backers who are character, not having even heard
trying to organize a winning that there had been a shooting in
team, are satisfied with tbe ef Alamogordo.
fort the boys made, and are con
The negro, however, was not
fident that they have the mate- wise to this, and proceeded to
rial which will, with a little tell his captor all about the
(Continued on page 8.)
shooting affray, in which he was
the star performer, only a few
day 8 before.
The negro was landed in jail
LIKED MURRAY ARTICLE.
here Monday and will remain
there until court meets.
EDITOR NJEW8: There's
The Mexican is getting on
nothing the matter with J. H. very well. He is minus one side
of his face, but he doesn't seem
Murray's article on incorporation of Alamogordo. It is all to mind it very much.
right. What's the matter
with Murray for the first mayor? He's all right.
He is
neither a dead one nor a slow
one.
J. M. H.

SPLENDID GAME

1

Internationals 6, Alamos 8.
That's the way the final score
read, but the score tells only a
tiny part of tbe interesting story.
Found Guilty.
One simply had to be there in
I'aledon Olguin, a bailiff at order to know that it was the
the hearing of the K. H. Pierce fastest, most exciting game ever
case at Albuquerque last month,
was found guilty, Saturday, of
tampering with the jury and
sentenced to 60 days in jail. The FINE BOOKLET PRINTING
Albuquerque Journal says the
Land men, and others who
incident it now closed, for a desire the Jbigbest grade of
while at least.
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home by
patronizing The News job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in this line aud have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.

TO BE REBUILT

(Continued on page 8.)

Preliminary to Incorporation.
Petitions will be circulated
soon for the purpose of securing
the necessary signatures in order
to get tbe incorporation matter

In

one bun

CLOUDCROFT IS

company.

recommendations.

He will arrive here July 5, when
the balance of the faculty will
be elected, after which he will
take the field in the interest of

JANIE IS HAPPY; ROY
SWELTERING IN JAIL
a,

5 CENTS

''The vin or lode must be full; described, tbe description to Include a
statement at to the kind and character
Permanent Hotel
nf mineral, the extent thereof, whether
ore has been extracted and ol what
amount and value and sach other fact
a will support the applicants' allegation that the claim contain a valuable
Enough is known at this time
mineral oepoait "
It seems that the eipression, "the ex- to justify The News in saying
tent thereof," Is being construed as that Cloudcroft will be rebuilt.
meaning that tbe applicant must affirm It is possible
that the New
atlvely show by proof of exploration Cloudcroft will be made one of
that tbe vein exists In fact throughout
the greatest pleasure and health
the whole lenzth of the claim
This construction nf the paragraph is resorts in all the world.
erroneous By the words quoted it was
As is generally known, CloudIntended to require tbe claimant to
is owned by the Southwestshow tbe existence of a vain In such croft
The
working a he relied on to establish a ern railway
discover;. By tbe extent of the vein stockholders of the company, for
was meant its alxe and quality as dis- the most part, live in New Vork.
closed. That being done, the presump
A great many of the stockit n exista that the vein extend on its
strike througoout the whole length of holders are women who are
greatly interested in philantbe claim aa located
The sole purpose of that part of para thropic work. Some of these
graph 41 quoted was to enable the land women maintain great hospital
department to know, so far as applicant
can reasonably show, the definite facts ships in order that the little
upon which tbe right to the patent Is children of the poor may be takpredicated to as to determine whether en out on the ocean durins t he
a valuable mineral deposit exists in the hot summer nights.

Prof. J. Manley Morgan has
been elected and has accepted
the presidency of the New Mexico Baptist college in this city
for the coming year. Prof. Morgan is an A. B. and has had five
years experience in teaching.
He comes to us from Simmon's
college, Abiline, Texas, with
the

NOTICE

Tbe attention uf the Department ha,
heen called to tbe lat clause of paragraph 41 of tbe uiliilng regulations, ap
provea March 19. 190. which provides

Texas With His Bride.
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The receiver of the Land Office
at Las Cruces has received the
following letter from the inter
ior department :

HEAD OF COLLEGE

Special

i

MINE

MORGAN ELECTED

ASK FOR LIBERTY

PRICE

I

EDlOK

Revival

at La Lot

PLEASE DO STOP

Rev. W. V. Teer, of this city,
(Ladies' Home Journal)
and Rev. J. M. Armstrong, of
A western school teacher once
Tularosa, will begin a revival
meeting at La Liu Sunday. Honrs wrote that she had asked each
boy in her class to write an oriof service, 10 a. m. and 8 p. m.
ginal story on a subject ef his
own choosing.
The following
New Plaining Mill.
story was considered the best and
The McRae Lumber Company was written by a boy of
nine,
is installing a new plaining mill. please remember, and was called
:
Six machines will be put in and VIRTUE HAS ITS OWN REWARD.
the mill will be ran by a 75 "A poor young roan tall In love with
horse power motor, which has the daughter of a rich lady wbo kept a
been ordered. The new mill will candy shop. The poor young man could
daughbe located in the building form- not marry tbe rich
Because ha had not enough money
erly used by tbe Alamogordo ter
to bay furniture. A wicked man offered
Lumber Company for the same to give the young man J25 if he would

This Cow It A Milker.
Lee Glasscock, of La Luz, is
milking four cows. From one of
them he is getting 70 pounds of
milk a day. He received a
cream separator Monday and purpose.
will engage in the dairy business
The mill when in operation
on a larger scale.
will employ about four men.
Dr. E. RJ Jarvis spent the
Road Surveyed.
greater part of last week in Al
H. La Salle has finished surbuquerque where he took an examination in dentistry. He went veying a road up the mountains
by El Paso and returned by Tor- through Box canon. He did th
work at the request of the county
rance.
wno contemplate
All Ladies visiting OLIVER'S i.ommihsioners
building the road as soon as poson the 3rd will be given a Sou- sible.
venir that is very useful in the
home.
The News. "Do it now."

candy-lady'-

s

a drunkard.
The young man
wanted tbe money very much, so ho
could marry the rleh candy lady's daughter, bat when he got to the saloon he
turned to the wicked man and tata: 'I
will not become a drunkard, even far
great riches.' And a he turned around
to go horn he saw lying on the sidewalk
a pockelbook containing a million dolían la gold. Then the young lady consented to marry him.
"They had a beautiful wedding, ai.d
the next day they had twins."

become

It is time to have Floors Covered. OLIVER HAS THE
COVERING.

THE
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Wood Soon to Be Made
PhiPt nf Staff nf Armv.
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Will
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Gnat
gala MaMag fates at each other, but
thai will be all.
Is--

firrat Britaia'i aoanaafaa mi
N04,MMM last year, landing. M
thud.
uhh a dull.

Accomplish In 23 Year What It
Has Taken Others 40 to Do
Was One of Organizers of
"Rough Riders."

m

Washington. The next 12 months
promise to be memorable for the
nany important changes in the army.
carriers' Many of these changes will occur in
Pwins tu the PYsSMi
strike a number nf challenges to duels .he regular course of events, and may.
still
lire l Tatuca" In transmission.
9e discounted, but others are
iomewbat unsettled and consequently
A girl nf Ü lias pulilished
a bonk. jpen to speculation.
With infant iiroiligles In the field what
Prominent among the things that
base bas the author who has reached ire settled is that Maj. Gen. Leonard
lb fateful age of 40?
Wood, now In command of the military department of the east, with
A Georgia court has decided that to
call a man a liar is a breach of the headquarters at Governors Island,
peace and means a fight. This is one N. Y., will be the next chief of staff
of the cases where custom asserts of the army. Gen. Wood will succeed
Maj. Gen. J. Franklin Bell, whose
Itself as a lawmaker.
to his present office was
There would be fewer divorces, says announced Immediately after the
a noted composer. If we had more muof the new administration.
sic. Wo doubt it. Many a . happy 3en. Bell, however, bas decided to rehome has been broken up by the pres- main here but a few months, and beence of a perfectly upright piano.
fore next spring he will be transferred
to Manila, where he will have com("astro left much of his fortune In
mand of the troops stationed In the
the hands of European hotelkeepers. Philippines.
lie was unwise to choose a time when
Until Gen. Bell was appointed the
the regular American tourist was at office of chief of ntaff, which Is rehome savins his money.
garded as the most important office
In the army, was invariably filled by
A German professor has discovered
Lieut.
the trachoma germ, though it was the officer of highest rank.
hiding in the eye of an ape. Who but Gens. Young, Chaffee and Bates held
apa professor would have thought
of that office In succession, and the
pointment of Gen. Bell followed the
looking for It there?
request of Lieut. Gen. Henry C.
European swindlers who circulated
to be assigned to the command ot
$4(10.000 worth
of bad money in this the Southwestern division at SL Louis,
country were most inconsiderate. The
secret service has enough on its mind
without this foreign interference.
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King Gustaf of Sweden Is a crack tennis player. He has a splendid court
at his palace in Stockholm and the player who joins him at the net must be
an expert to carry off the honors of a game. King Gustaf has many cups and
other trophies and he has caused to be built a pavilion containing two
wood courts. They are lighted by electricity and games may be played
day and night.

somewhat excessive readiness to retort to physical violence when suffragettes get excited.

d

In writing a "code" letter that may
accidentally fall into other hands than
those of the person for whom it is intended, it is better to avoid
such
words as "peach," and use "mud
fence," "kangaroo," "turnip," or some
equally harmless substitute.

wateíTfr

A

naval

lias declared
that the delirious delights of a happy
honeymoon are no excuse for desertion from the service. As long as the
court-marti-

abstraction called naval
service can command legs which
march and arms which carry weapons
little it recks of hearts that love.
That Americans find life especially
sweeter than other nations Is proved
by the figures showing candy consumption. The candy bill of the United States for 1908 is $100,000,000.
This not only shows a tendency to a
greater sweetness in national life, but
also that if times are growing more
prosaic, romance is dying hard.
An Injunction has been issued by
court in Ohio forbidding a man from
making love to an attractive widow.
When it comes to ordering a man not
to fall in love, they might as well issue Injunctions against ducks swimming.
Even Shakespeare, who suggested that lovers should be put in a
madhouse, did not go so far as to hint
at jail.
a

China needs a ruler who will come
out in the open, live the life of a good
sovereign and keep in mind that this
is the twentieth century, not the
tenth. Until that land gets such an
emperor her lack of modern civilization and her abhorrence of modern
ideas will keep her far in the back-

ground among the progressive nations
of the world.

The announcement is made of a
decrease in the sale of darning cotton
for stockings. This may be either the
result of prosperity which allows people to buy new clothes and not mend
their old ones so much, or It may corroborate the charge made recently
that American women are the laziest
on earth.
The evidence on either
side Is bound to be Interesting.
Prince de Sagan is said to be a social outcast In Paris, ostracised by the
very select circle In which he formerly
moved.
It is not because of any more
lapses of which he may be guilty. Far
from it; society formerly received him
gladly for all his
record. It
Is because he has refused to accept a
challenge to fight Count Bonl de Caste llano, and has thereby "offended a
gentleman." French "honor" is a
funny thing.
The whole business is
like an act In a comic opera.
n

murderer was electrocuted In New
Jersey and physicians were refused
permission to try to resuscitate the
victim. The New Jersey authorities
have the right idea. When a criminal
is once dead, It Is the best to let him
stay dead.
A

Following the revolutionary overthrow of Nord Alexis, it seems that
three aspirants to the presidency of
Haytl are putting forward their claims.
The way out of the Involvement will, it
is quite within the possibilities, be
sought for in another revolution.

the water over the mountains of Judea
to Jerusalem.
Undoubtedly the inhabitants of
York Market.
Jericho still remember the colonel.
Attired in his uniform as a Kentucky
he had his picture taken fillFamous River Liquid Poured Into colonel,
ing casks at every stagetof the jourof
Picturesque
Gutters
Project
ney to show the people that were goCol. Nadaud of Kentucky
ing to buy the water for their babies it
Is Recalled.
was the real thing. As fast as the
water was taken out of the Jordan it
New York. Three thousand gallons was boiled in big
caldrons, the casks
of water from the River Jordan was were cleansed with a
and
emptied the other day into the gut- then the boiled waterdisinfectant,
into
ter along North Moore street out of them in the presence of apoured
great crowd
ten enormous casks covered with in the middle of which
Turkish seals, while a crowd of small colonel in his uniform, stood the
boys watched it flow in a turbid stream him waved the Turkish while above
and American
into the Greenwhich street sewer. No-- flags.
body seemed to hanker much for the
Each of the 56 casks was
water, which looked a little muddy sealed then by the head of solemnlv
the monasand had a slight color.
tery of St. John, near the Jordan, the
There were no ceremonies while American consul and Ali Riza,
the
part of the sacred river was flowing Turkish governor of Jericho.
through the gutter down into the
To transport the enormous casks
sewer, but later in the day colonel
over the mountains to Jerusalem speCol. Cliff Nadaud of Kentucky,
cial wagons had to be made. In all
into the Mayo & Campbell the caravan comprised 19 horses, six
warehouse, at 387 Greenwich street, wagonR and seven men.
and asked when the rest of that Jor- Wherever the casks had to be transdan water would be thrown out.
shipped the colonel was careful to get
William H. Taylor, secretary of the a certificate from the man who did
company, said he didn't know, but that the work. From Jerusalem
the casks
the 46 casks that were left were tak- were taken to Jaffa and thence out
ing up a lot of room and that thev'd in small boats to a steamer, while
the
have to be getting them out every colonel took more pictures of the
day or two until it was all gone. And crowds and himself as they watched
as for those bottles made in the shape this disembarkation.
Finally on
of a cross that the colonel had had Christmas eve, in 1906
the casks
manufactured to be emptied into the reached New York to be taken to the
baptismal fonts of this country and warehouse, whence the water
has
Europe, he really didn't know what to flowed.
do with them, and they were taking a
lot of room, too.
The International
River Jordan
Company (which was the colonel,
largely) is busted, so the colonel ad- mitteo. i nat was one reason why the
water was thrown out. The company New York Playwright Makes the
Longest Trip on Record, Lasting
was formed in 1905 by the colonel,
Five Days.
wno then was on Gov. Reckham's
staff, to import the water and sell it
London. A taxicab ride of more
for baptisms.
The colonel, who doesn't look more than 1,000 miles, the longest one on
than 35 and once ran for congress in record, has been made by Charles
Kentucky, had reached the Jordan in Klein, a New York playwright.
Calling a taxicab off the cab
the course of many wanderings and
rank
mere conceived the scheme to cask in the Strand, Mr. Klein ordered the
the sacred stream and bottle it here. much astonished chauffeur to head for
At first the driver took
Everybody told the colonel when he Edinburgh.
got back with his idea and broached it the instructions as a Joke, but soon
to the people of Covington that It was realizing that Mr. Klein was serious
the greatest commercial scheme of the he protested that he could not unage "there's millions In It; there's dertake so long a Journey at such a
millions in It" only the water must short notice, as he had a wife and
family at home.
be properly attested.
However, the driver's scruples were
Now It was easy enough to take a
bottle or barrel down to the Jordan overcome and Mr. Klein set off for
and fill It, as the colonel admitted, but Scotland. From Edinburgh be proIt wasn't a bit easy to send barrels of ceeded to Glasgow, from which port
It way without flrst getting the con- a steamer was taken for
derry.
sent of the recently-deposeAbdul
After an extensive tour through IreHamld and likewise proper proofs for
selling purposes that you had really land, Mr. Klein llsmlse,i
h.
gone to the Jordan and not to
the cab man at the Queen's hotel, Queens
kitchen tap.
iown.
ine trip took five days. Mr.
But the colonel wasn't daunted. He Klein Is now on the way to New
got letters from Secretary Root and York, while the taxicab driver is hurothers here and went to Constanti- rying back to London with the bignople.
Even Ambassador Leishman gest fare ever taken.
thought It a great scheme and secured
an audience for the colonel with the
WOMEN BECOME GUIDES.
minister of the Interior at the sublime porte. The sublime norte gave Propaganda of "Equal
Rights" PeneWm a letter to the governor of Jerutrates Even the Woods of Northsalem. Then from one official to anern Maine.
other went the colonel
until h.
reached the Jordan with a caravan,
Bangor. Me. Ortalnlv mm only to find he couldn't buy any casks fast acquiring "equal rights"
with men
there nor any wagons suitable to take In the great woods ot northern
Main.

Proved to Be

machines" are now
used quite extensively in Australia. In
Tasmania they are just beginning to
t installed. It seems only a question
of time when all the sheep shearing in
this island will be done by machinery,
driven by steam, electric or gasoline
power.
Sheep-shearin-

Gen. Leonard Wood.

lustead of to the office of chief of staff,
to which his rank naturally entitled
him. Gen. MacArthur succeeded Gen.
Corbin as lieutenant general, but as
be was not on the best of terms with
Secretary of War Taft, with whom it
seems he had disagreed when they
were together in the Philippines, It
was deemed best to make no change
in the office of chief of staff for his
benefit.
No such reasons apply, however, to
the case of Gen. Wood, who is a warm
personal friend of President Taft.
enjoye! high
Gen. Wood likewise
favor with President Roosevelt Thus,
two years ago, It was decided that
Lieut. Gen. MacArthur, the senior officer of the army, should go Into practical retirement and fill out the remaining years of his career on the
active list at his old home in Milwaukee writing his observations of military affairs in the orient, principally
in India.
This arrangement left the
way open for Gen. Wood, upon his return from the Philippines a year ago,
to be assigned to the choice billet ol
commander ot the department of the
east, which in the natural course ol
events would have fallen to Gen.
MacArthur. And now the latter Is tc
be retired for age early next month
and Gen. Wood will then be the senior
officer of the army In point ot rank
and service. Thus Gen. Wood will
have accomplished in 23 years what
Gen. MacArthur accomplished In 40,
and other officers In quite as long a
time.
Gen. Wood's career has been one
of the mpst remarkable the army bas
ever seen.
He was born In New

Hampshire, studied medicine, and In
1SS6 was appointed an asistant sur
geon in the army. He participated
In the Indian wars and saw considerable service. It was not until he became the family physician of the
late President McKlnley,
however,
that he was really started on the road
to success.
He waa captain and assistant sur
geon when, with the outbreak of the
war with Spain, In company with
Theodore Roosevelt, he organized
what was known as the Rough Riders
regiment
He later received a com
mission as major general of volunteers, and In 1901 was appointed brig
adier general In the regular establish:

ment

In Darkest Africa.
"Mamma," said the little Afrlcar
Hon cub in the far away Jungles
"What does the great American prea
Ident kill the nature fakers with?"
"An Ananias club, my child," re
plied the mother, with a convulsiva
shudder.
A Sinister Suggestion.
Patron Why Is it that some of th
faces you send out from your studlt
aré so very bad?
Photographer It may be, sir, be
cause my platea are sensitive.
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CHOCTAW FLOOR

Rides 1,000 Miles in Taxicab
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As long as Knglar.d expects women
who set the social pace to shoot
l heasants
and deer It must
expect

--

rtl curkme," said Unela Asm. "oat
lot s' folks will hardly notice de
W'"
co--tryhrazale
22SL.P
j an' dat deyll read every word ot what
He Is Hungry.
of prlt
an
lias to
An army mule tay!' Washington Star.
Bremerton. Wash
which recently Joined the navy has
Division of World's Races.
been causing the members of the MaOt the races of the world, 100.000,000
rine corps here considerable bother of
corner
700.0000.000 VellOW 51R AAA
rn
lste and is now tied at a remote
of the yard, where he Is obliged to bo- 000 bIacI 35.000,000 brown or Malayan
have mmseir.
and 15.000,000 red, or American In- The government recently purchased Jlang
to
two mules and a horse to be taken
Guam on the United States ship SupDog's Long Journey to Old Home.
ply, which Is now at this yard underNearly a year ago Frank Kenned"
going repairs. The animals were delivered here a few days ago and have and his family moved to Nebraska
been allowed to graze at pleasure from this county. Their dog, a fox.
terrier, evidently did not like tie
about the navy yard.
footsore and almost
One of the mules has been In the west and
army for a number of years and knowB starved. It limped Into the yard of its
the bugle calls almost as well as some old home. Canal Dover CorresponThe dence, Pittsburg Dispatch.
of the gray headed Bergeants.
mule in question has a sense of humor
In his makeup and a clever knack for
Immortality.
imitation.
Faith in Immortality
innot be acA few mornings ago the marines at
the barracks heard reveille blown on quired from another. Ofie cannot conthe bugle which is official notification vlnce oneself of immortality. In or
to get up and go to breakfast. They der to know faith in immortality it Is
piled out of bed and dressed, but on lecessary that It should be, and in
looking at their watches found that order that it should be It 4s necesarv
they were up two
hours ahead of to understand that your life consists in
time.
Its being immortal. Tolstoy.
On investigating they found that
of
the
in
back
had
wandered
the mule
Belated Appreciation of Genius.
marine barracks during the night in
Centenaries,
anj terfinding
no
fodder,
and,
search of fresh
grass there, he brayed a clever imita- centenaries ore quite the rage. Every
tion of reveille, which to bim meant a week we do homage to the memory
good feed of hay and bran at the yard of some great man whose genius the
world has taken one, two or three cea
stables.
It is an old trick the animal had turles to recognize. It is somewhat
picked up In the army. The buglers at late and often ridiculous.
the marine barracks, however, took offence at this Incident 'and are now
Dutch to Have Celebration.
practicing daily putting new and unThe Dutch will celebrate the censpeakable trills in their music, which tenary of
the
of na.
will be hard to counterfeit
tlonal independence by
The mule Is now kept at a remote at The Hague In 1913. a world's fair
corner of the yard, where he will not
be able to iuterlerc with yard regula-tons- .
Business Minus Science.
The average English business man'i
PLAN LONG TRIP WITH DOGS sphere of vision is limited. He is not
scientific, as compared with the Amerl-can- ,
German or Japanese merchant.
Grand Forks (N. D.) Men Will Take
He regards his business too much as
Unique Journey Across Couna means of livelihood or an occupation
try to Alaska Fair.
He does not enter Into it or conduct
Grand Forks, N. D. W. G. Buchan- It on a sufficiently lofty plan London
an and William Drown have started Modern Business.
from Grand Forks for the
exposition In a remark
Confessed Too Soon.
able race with dog teams. Buchanan
Raphael Bolsbluche, an attendant at
has a
team of bird dogs the hospital of
France
and Brown has Newfoundlands and fell dangerously ill some weeks ago
stag bounds. Both have small four- and when all hope
of his recovery had
wheeled buggies to which the dogs been abandoned
he confessed that he
are attached. They have had their bad
been the author of several mysdogs In training for some time, but
the race was not definitely decided terious fires. He has now mode a marvelous recovery, and is bewailing his
upon until recently.
rash repentance in jail.
"I believe I can average 45 miles
per day with my team," said Brown.
Jewish Death Rate Light.
"Where the roads are good I can
A writer In the Western Medica' Remake many more miles and the mounview declares that In spite of the sotains will mean some delay."
cial conditions which surround the
Brown has made several
trips. He averaged 60 miles a mass of the Jewish population of tie
day on a trip to Grand Forks from world, inj especially In the large
Minneapolis. He made a trip to Win- cities of America, where they form a
nipeg recently to give the dogs some large percentage of the population, the
exercise.
death rate among the Jewish inhabBuchanan has been training
his itants is but little over half of thatof
teams here all winter. He says they the average American population.
have great endurance and should give
Brown's dogs a good race.
Must Fulfill One's Mission.
On their way west Brown and BuDo not call for death beoiuse it Is
chanan will do some boosting for
hard for you to live. The entire burGrand Forks.
den of the world on the shoulders on
every mortal being compels him to fulRockefeller Has Rainbow Lake.
fill his mission. The only means of
Tarrytown, N.
ohn
D. Rockefeller has a rainbow lake. This Is one freeing one's self from this burden fa
of the unusual features of his new in the fulfillment of one's mission.
mansion on the hill. "he lake is situ- You will be relieved only after you
ated on the west side of his stone cas- have done tbe work assigned to you,
tle, and It is so paved with colored
Emerson.
stones that the fountain which plays
from the center of it throws out a
mist
which shows rainbows at every point
OKLAHOMA DIRECTORY
of view. This is one of the unique features planned by Mr. Rockefeller and
he expects to get moch pleasure In
viewing the thousands of rainbows
wnicn win ne visible every day
!
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Each year more and more women are
going there in the hunting season to
enjoy camp life, to Bhoot and fish
So
naturally, the hardy, adventurous women of the region, who love the
woods
and Its denizens, are becoming guides
thus creating a new calling
for
woman.
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby of
Phillips,
he first woman to register as a
guide
in Maine, had for years
been famous
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as a flesherman and hunter. Although
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM
possessed of an excellent
education
B ARTELDES SEED CO.
she found more pleasure In tbe haunts'
of the wild than in books or
Oklahoma
Seed House OKLAHOMA CITY
She Is known as the most society
skillful
angler in the entire Rangelay
MONUMENTS
and she is said to be the only region,
woman
who ever shot a caribou In
V lm Sw knat rta é
Maine. She
has several moose to her
so many deer that she ha. credit and
Call r
lost
IS CITY HitOther women who have count
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William May, Commander of
Britain's Maui Fleet Never
Saw a Battle.

Admiral

?Abiet

THE TRUE PROPRIETOR.

TRASH AMD THE BROOM.

HEY say to m that an
tht land belonga
To asm rich Syndicate
how can It be?
I'm very certain that the
countrywide,
Iti beauty, breadth and
bloom, belong to me.

TOMPKINS was a
youth who had
anarchistic trend.
Delighted whan a rich
man cam
-- To an
untimely end.
"fn world'
awry," he
said on day,
"Why
some
should
never work?
While those
ot better
blood and brain.
Sweat, slave Uk any

OM

An

The treea all whisper leafy
,
confidence.
The aun, obedient, will
throw my ahadow,
And hollyhock and sunflowers bow to me,
To do ma homage aa I
cross the meadow.

There la la command of the
fleet of Oml Krlt.ln
n. vv a
Who has Biter taken Met in
haffla- wbo, although he has been tor 4
years la the service, baa yet to smell
the smoke of real conflict However
strong he may be in the matter ot
theory, he nevertheless to absolutely,
an unknown quantity in a real tight.
Yet this to the man tor whom Admiral
Charlea Beresford, bluff old sea dog
and hero of a dosen battles, has been
deposed and who the British admiralty, In th hour ot serious European

HJ

M'

for Strawberry Baskets.
this season, when these are a
perfect unlsance, try making a substantial use of them in this way: Take
four quart baskets, and cover with a
layer of cotton batting. Then cover
with any pretty
material, sllkollne,
challie, sateen or silk, leaving a
h
ruffle at the top for a heading.
1'his makes four separate
compartments which should be fastened together In the center with a bow of ribbon. It makes a useful sewing-baskehaving the separate places in which
to keep buttons, thread, etc.
Us

At

half-Inc-

t,

TWO OF A KINO.

itj3

THE LITTLE RED DOO.

NE thins; I've noticed all
my life.
With more or lorn despair,
I never am successful
with
The second of a pair!
I sew one neatly fitting
sleeve,
Alas, to my chagrin.
Though It is right, would
you believe.
The other won't go in?

layer of a fancy

On

cake,

I always make th

best,
And my first cookies al- ways ore
More sl.apely than th rest.

I cannot tell the reason why
Im such a stupid dunce.
Its lucky when I com to die.
HI do It only once!
Change

That

in the Heme.

as, of old, the sentiment;

was

indispensable;

the
he

wiped with the home affairs, by coun-'- .
at least, if not with actual brawn
nd muscle, and was
a factor to be
reckoned

with in the smallest detail

w home life.
Somehow,
"Hugs are
on cuts

and why, nobody knows,
different lately, the gu.de
small figure in the house-a- ,
except to provide the expenses,
sign the cheeks. He Is not
about details, and even the section of the home, house
or flat, is
the w,,e- K
Z
oi course, one
tbe penalties exacted by the swing
jwnauium toward woman's free- that she is consulted in all mat-- t
and hat to her taste and desire
left the arrangement, selection,
"M&sement of home and children.
ls' neertheless, a penalty, for
"rath of the sweetness rrf Hip nld
"fe lay B the truth of the old
BS above:
'There is na luck aboot
boose " without the "gude mon."
Gradually the husband's
and wife's
rre,,.are KrowlnK apart, and while
mother is gaining In importance In
'muy life. Is It not, perhaps, at
ne
Pense of the wife?

d
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Bridget's Beatitudes.
(On the care
of silverware.)
7 l0It Is which is qulck-arnlshed.
ot the best quality
T
If
.
, . . '.'
"leased i. m- .- ...
UfWf In
" "i a nan
eraar ilAal at m...
a
It: wash
linio
sever-falll-
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au-neS

Messed are the nana.
'ready torn when they

ha,

which

come from

contents and thrown awav.
Nothlne
Mper bag

B
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HE gypsies have a saying
quaint.
That ho who runs may
read.
"A gypsy girl la not a
saint.
This lesson she must
heed:"
"Between two rows ot
small, white stones,
A little red dog now
laughs, now moans."
Oh, men, ye have much
need of care.
When all la said
and
sung.
And maids and wives had
best beware.
And bridle
well th
tongue.
For true It hath been said of us,
"Th dt'.la red dog ls dangerous."
Yet hath It hoip full many a score
That same abused "red dog"
Its cheerful words have mad les sere
jog;
Life's tvavel-wear- y
not too loosely hung,
A blessing Is the woman's tongue.

Thfre Is na luck a boot th
noose.
There is na luck at
a'.
There is na luck aboot th
hoose.
hen my
Udo mon's awa'.

Pae mon

nd

I

T

Investment

minutes!I
a

Save Time

that

Adding

P,

with it, stir in two tablespoons rice,
and after it cornea to a boil, pour it
over the cold meat, allowing It to
steep, but not cook, for half an hear
or more. When ready to serve, heat
it, but do not let It boll. At the last
may be stirred In a gill of rich cocoa-nu- t
milk, prepared as follows:
Scrape the flesh of a cocoanat into
a dish and pour over it hot water. Let
It infuse half an hour. Strain, and
wring the nulo in clean mnfttln to
extract all the juice.
Milk of almonds is obtained in the
same way. and both am
mthei- extensively lately In the more elab
orate sauces.

Iten

n

Turk?"

mother said: "Ay,
son, we walk,
Willie
Mrs.
Croesus
Aa If In deferring to my
rides.
prior claim.
Bjt
often doe the Lord
The birds peep to me from their stolen
five wealth
bowers,
To those who'
naught besides."
And every homing bee upon hla way.
Jiiat then her wealthy neighbor,
,
e . u. .
(The f'rneana
Reports to m the gossip ot the flowers.
TomPk'i sweeping-pass- ed
SW.
With a disdainful frown.
The beauty of the flelita, the glow of sun.
The sky aboya us, and the air like wine,
"Its all owned by a Syndicate, you aay? Then Tom was wrathful. "Why, on earth
Ah, no, th better part of It la mine!
Should ah stalk on ahead.
While you, my mother, step asid
In modesty?" he said.
Stylo in Bread.
th,t ' rtht- - dw- her
We are not prone to associate style "?.?'
1 H gladly grant ner room.
with the tari of Nte. Bnt It is true Remember. It I always trash
That goes befof s th broom.".
that the fashion in bread change as
they do in the less plebeian fare.
King Edward and Curry.
Corn bread was much more popuIt appears
lar in the last century than the pres- tremely fond that King Edward is exof curry and that he
was
ent style demands, and time
must be regaled therewith several times
when people said they would just as
a week. This I hardly likely to make
soon "open the mouth and let the
the dish fashionable in democratic
moon shine in," as eat baker's bread.
America, but it may arouse interest in
The coarser make ot bread, the
a flavor which Is, really, simply and
corn iones, the unleavened bread our
easily obtained, and gives to the most
pioneer forefathers ate with relish
these are
and, except the commonplace article of food a rich
poorest classes of the foreign coun- and "fancy" tang.
To make the "Curry a la Edward,"
tries, the staff of life is white and
place an ounca of butter In a pan, prelight, and altogether quite luxurious.
viously rubbed over with a clove or
Jan nodes. This Is a kind ot
fare, and Introduced in the garlic. Fry in this two ounces of
early chronicles of this country, as a minced onion, then stir in the curry
bread made by the early Dutch set- powder, using four dessert-spoonful- s
Cook
tlers. These and the Throdkins are for an ordinary "six service."
not quite
The Jannocks this slowly for eight minutes, addinsj
more
butter if needed. Add gradually,
were loaves of coarse, oaten bread,
and Throdkins were a curious combin- a pint of hot water or stock, and stir
well. If cooked meat is to be served
ation of oatmeal and bacon.

"I! Oh. yes. and then went on with
the diligence The little musician
went no farther. She was going across
country on the morrow to play at a
Why add by the mental
fair." Mr. Hone's accents bad grown
more and more halting, but rather In
pencil process, and then
uncertainty as to the purport of such a
By A. H. SHIRRES
check to see if it's correct
cross examina! Ion than from any other
feeling. Suddenly he resumed in a
when the IsMmI adds
tone which had in it a good deal ot
three to five times faster
(Copyright, by J. B. Lippincott CoJ
spirit and a slight suspicion of rldl-- I
and does it with unerring
As Philip Hone, s struggling young cule: "As to our proceedings during
accuracy ?
artist, followed a footman up Sir Ar- that ten minutes' stoppage at the Inn,
thur Bredham' staircase, he rapidly I shall be happy to enlighten you; if,
and somewhat nervously reviewed the indeed (and heaven knows why), a
short chain of circumstances which trivial incident in the lives ot two poor
Time saved is money
brought him here. He had been down bohemians, down in their luck, arouses
earned.
Anything
in the country one day recently, and your interest.
We related our mutual
saves time is an investment
on his
return was met by the experiences of hard times. The girl
amazing Intelligence that Sir Arthur was an American, aad had fallen Into
The tttsvesssf saves time
Bredham the
art critic her present state of destitution
and money. Invest now.
and patron had called, and find- through a series of pitiful mishaps. I
A demonstration on your
ing him absent had gone into his think the male attire had been donned
studio and spent some considerable for that occasion only certainly I
work in your office at our
time there. The day following brought trust the mustache had; but as the
expense will furnish you
a note of apology in terms somewhat matter was not so much as touched
with the proof. Write today.
vague from Sir Arthur, and what was upon in our brief conversation, I hope
a hundredfold more surprising, an in- you will excuse me if I am tinahlA tn
You need me.
vitation to dinner.
offer a definite opinion on the point.
And here, as a dozen times before Of course, we fell to boasting like the
I'm built on honor.
that evening, the young man's thoughts two foolish children we were of all
I print red totals.
leaped Into fairyland. Was It possible the grand things we would do In our
I sell on my merits.
that his work showed signs of merit respective arts. She was bent on
unmistakable enough to call forth rec- earning enough to study at a conserva-torluam fully guaranteed.
I
If there was a little talk more
ognition such as this? Was it possible
Vitfv&nrsat!
that he was on the eve of becoming frivolous and foolish, I alone was to
famous? But no, no! With that vig- blame; I too (but pray pardon my menMachine
orous control of the Imagination only tioning such a thing) was solely reknown to those who have trod early in sponsible for the laughing, fraternal
the valley of disappointment,
he kiss with which our interview terminF.T. Milter. Bala
Asr.nt
thrust such hopes from him. Still, ated."
OkiaassScuy.O!
wstisiadstmt.
Tel.phoa.rsi
when the door opened he trembled.
A long picture-galleropened Into
Sir Arthur advanced and greeted the the drawing room. As Mr. Hone ceaBed
speaking the distant rustle of a womyoung man courteously.
a. tilrT
"I fear I have come a little too an's dress became audible.
Sir Arearly," he remarked, perhaps indis- thur took a hurried step forward, and
creetly, noting that they were the sole then, as the noise drifted leisurely
away, paused and returned to his place
occupants of the great room.
by the fire.
Sir Arthur laughed lightly. "Say,
"Mr.
Hone," he said somewhat
rather, a little too late. There will be
320 ACRES INSTEAD
those here, as I mentioned in my note, abruptly, "forgive my curiosity as to
OF
whom you may find it advantageous to wuai you ngntiy call a trivial incident
meet.
But What I did not mention In in the lives, as you say, of two poor
At further inducement
that I took the liberty of asking you bohemians. It was so trivial, natural
to settlement of th
even quite innocent ' You will for- g
to be here at rather an earlier hour
lands of
Western Canada, th
than anyone else. You are a little gtvo me when I tell you that chance
Canadian
Government
late, but we have still ten minutes had made me acquainted with the tale
has fnrreased the area
of your picture, but vilely distorted
and, Mr. Hone, I have something
I
that
may
be
taken bv a
and exaggerated.
Well your pic fiomeateader In 320
wisn particularly to say to you.
IM) Irr ,A IW1
ture,
even
in
present
its
condition,
be purchased at $3.00 per acre. These land
The young man bowed In alienee
is astonishingly clever and extremely are in the
ana, whets nixed farming
There was something so chilling In his
capable in its management of techni- a alio earned on with unqualified success. A
ousts tone, now, that every pleasant calities. Under
railway
will
be
shortly
built
to Hudson Bay.
certain
circumstances
fairy castle fell shivering to the ground.
the world's marked
thousand miles nearer
it would doubtless command a high
"We have just, I believe, ten minthese
where schools and churches
price.
utes," he pursued, calmly, "and, there- would However, some one told me you we convenient, climate excellent, railways close to
be glad to get twenty pounds U
fore, I had better get to work without
settlements, and local markets good.
sterling for it. I offer you one hundred
delay. Against the wall of your studio
"It would take time to assimilate the revelapounds, but on condition that you put
there rests a large canvas on which It In
tions that a visit to the treat empire lying" to
the North of ua unfolded at every turn."
the outlines of a picture have been night."the fire on your return home toCorrerpondencr
ofm NmttcmMl Editor, who Ksrfcd
'
traced. It represents the interior of a
Western Canada In August, IKt.
"Sir Arthur!" gasped the young man.
diligence, so far as one can judge, on
Lands may also be purchased from railway and
the way through a wooded and per- He gazed bewildered into the anxious land ensapanan
at low prices and on easy terras.
haps snowy country. The general face watching him. One hundred
pounds
one
pounds.
hundred
rang
Por
snap and information as to
pamphlets,
It
characteristics of the various passenlow railway rates, apply to Superintendent
gers are roughly placed, but the face in his ears, it quivered before his eyes.
of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or th
There was nothing very startling in
authorised Canadian Government Agent:
of one only
clearly delineated.
It
is the face of the young lad in the cor- the sum perhaps to Sir Arthur, but to
j. s. cutrrora.
poor
Philip
Hone
it
meant a mine of
ner; his eyes, yóu' may remember,
laasasCOT.
wealth.
shine forth like stars from amidst the
"Agreed," he managed to say, wonunfinished chaos of their surroundings.
You have been heard to say, I under- dering not at all yet about the condistand, that this picture is born of a tion of purchase, seeing only yet the
personal reminiscence.
Well, may I yellow gold.
ask you to tell me, as briefly as possiThs other breathed a sigh of relief.
ble, what this personal experience is?" "Good! Well, but that is not all. I
Philip Hone started slightly at the have said something as to your talent.
mention of the picture, a rapid smile In the long run you might achieve succurving the lips which had begun to cess alone. But I know your circumfall into what was perhaps a habitual stances, I am aware of the fallen forexpression of despondency. He lis- tunes of your house, and how you, poor
tened, astonished, to Sir Arthur's re- lad, have striven to help. It might
quest, which yet, in these novel cir- come, Philip, but prematurely gray
cumstances, did not strike him with hairs would pave Its passage, and a
the force it would elsewhere.
seared and wearied heart perhaps be
"I can do so in a few words," he an- all that was left you when it did. And
swered quietly. "As you may have now think how differently you enter
presumed, I myself was a passenger in the lists with me for a friend and
that diligence running betwixt two patron. You know very well that it to
small towns in a densely wooded part not too much to say I can give yon
of Normandy, the snow, as you cor- fame I can give you fortune now.
rectly Judged, weighing down the trees And this I am ready to do but you
hnM
and lying deep on the ground. It was must Dass me vour word that
a tempestuous moonlight winter's the future monopoly of that reminisevening. My seat was exactly opposite cence."
that of the figure which has attracted
As the words left his lina the draw.
your attention in the picture, and Ing room door opened and a tall, gracewhose original had occupied my I- ful young woman in a dress ot soft
ntentI am afraid not too polite scru- wnite silk came Into the room. Sir
tiny all along the route. The lad was Arthur was already stooping in a caremiserably attired, and held a worn-ou- t less attitude over the fire.
violin to his shivering breast, but
PhiliD Hone's brain waa still whirl.
a more beautiful countenance I have ing, but he swiftly realized that this
never seen, and I have done but feeble must be the lovely Lady Bredham. Sir
justice to the great, solemn Instrruis Arthur had recently returned from a
dark eyes. The lips puzzled me, prolonged stay
abroad, and
had
snowing, as they did, glimpses of love brought with him a young wife whose
ly youthful unes under a raven musDeauty was already very famous. She
tache in a most premature state of de- advanced smiling, the light playing
velopment. The moon, I remember, with the pearls at her throat, on the
disappeared Just before we reached little crimson dagger near her heart,
the solitary little forest hotel of Saint but for the moment leaving the face in
Jacques, and we began to round the shadow. And then she stepped into
the
last hilly corner in total darkness. broad path of bright firelight and
Suddenly a great glare of red light abruptly paused. Philip Hone, too,
illuminated the snowy road, and start- must have made an awkward step
ing up we sat blinking at the flames backward, for a little table laden with
of a huge bonfire roaring and hissing curios jangled and rocked at his hurin the courtyard of the inn. Just then. ried touch. Sir Arthur still continued
Sir Arthur, my glance fell on the the Idly toying with the little poker amidst
lad. But why should I relate this rem- the crackling, leaping flames.
for Preserviniscence of mine in so enigmatic a
It was only a long moment yet the
manner?" he ended with a laugh. "The girl's face had grown very white,
and Beauthe ing
fierce mustache had fallen off."
eyes flashing between the two men
tifying
"Had fallen off?" echoed the other extraordinarily piteous In expression.
Skin. Scalp.
in the same undemonstrative tones, Crossing rapidly to her husltand'a aide
but with a slight touch ot inquiry.
Hair
Hands, for Sanashe put her hand on his arm.
"Yes, into a small and particularly
"Arthur, you have not Introduced
Antiseptic
shaped brown hand, which the next us," she said breathlessly, adding the tive,
Cleansing
Instant was clasped over the mouth. next Instant in tones so passionately
Nursery.
The little musician lumned out nf th agitated that one could well believe and
diligence and disappeared Into the Inn, she spoke without realising the words
nut not before those lovely eyes had that came, "Is It that I have come ten
met mine with a alance defiant Vnt rn minutes too late?"
ot womanly pleading. . The lad, of
Sir Arthur put down the poker, the
course, was no lad at all, but a strik- furrows on his brow once more seemingly beautiful young girl."
ing to deepen to give him that air ot
"And then?" inquired Sir Arthur premature age which had at first asA Quick, Clean Shave
quietly, with a little shuddder, stretch- tonished Philip Hone. He slipped his
NO STROPPING
ing bis hand nearer the fire.
NO HONING
hand quietly over hers and made the
"And then?" repeated the young art- formal introduction.
ist blankly, for the first time begin"Yes, you have come late," he said,
ning to took somewhat embarrassed. sadly, "but I am Quite aulle nlAunfwt
"Well, then there was a ten minutes' dear, that you have come when you
stoppage at the inn."
have.
But there was deep meaning
"Of which you also availed yourself. In his voice,
and emotion In his dark DEFIANCE STARCH
And then?"
itssvnjUsH
fatotkM
eye as it rested on her.
y

WRIOLEY'S

Sir William H. May.
crisis, has placed In command ot the
fleet which alone stands between England and Invasion.
This blue-skadmiral to Sir William
H. May, formerly second sea lord of
the admiralty, and the fleet which lie
controls Is the largest and strongest
that ever has been gathered together,
not excepting even the
fleet of Uncle Sam. It has Just been
formed by the amalgamation of the
channel, the North sea and the home
fleets, each one ot which was in Itself
an extremely strong and wicked looking aggregation of fighters.
May to one of the
king's favorites. Like "Jacky" Fisher,
the first sea lord, be owes his advance
in the service to his royal friend. He
to naval A. D. C. to Edward, a knight
commander of the Bath and a knight
commander ot the Royal Victorian
order. He served In the Arctic expe,
dition in
and was naval attache for Europe in the days when
Oreat Britain thought that one such,
officer was enough for the whole continent Perhaps his chief distinction,
to his knowledge of the torpedo and
its uses, of which he to declared to be
one of the greatest of living experts.
He is, as well, said to be an extremely
high authority on naval gunnery, a
pas tm aster in the art of makinsr
gun of his ship tell on the hull of an
enemy although it must be admitted
that he has never had the onnortnnir v
of trying his skill on anything more
tangiólo or dangerous than canvas targets.
Admiral May perhaps will be remembered best by the people of the United
States ss commander-in-chie- f
of England's Atlantic fleet In 1906-6- .
Hla
career since then brings to notice the
extraordinary advance that has been
made in naval construction, chiefly by
the building of the Dreadnought
which, curiously enough, is Admiral
May's flagship In his new command.
y

round-the-worl- d
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160 ACRES
wheat-raisin-

na

g

bring-B- ig

wheat-Seld- s,

ttos.

WRtSLEY'S

mum

T

Mr re, Carrie

York

JUST DOUBLE

Chapman Cart of New
President of International Alliance.

New York. Mrs. Carrie Chapman,
Cuisine Queries.
preaV
What Is Frumenty? It was former- Catt, who has been
ly called "furmity," and is a sort of
porridge of hulled wheat stewed In
milk, generally flavored with spices
and enriched with currants.
Braget, or bragot. Is a warm, spiced
ale, commonly drank in Lancashire;
cheap and slightly heady.
Where do we get the word
It Is applied to the custom
of rolling eggs at Easter, and
the
word "Pace" is a corruption of the Hebrew "Pascbe" or spring festival of
the Passover.
What part of the animal is the
sweetbread? There are two kinds of
sweetbreads those in the throat and
the heart The best are the throat
sweetbreads of lambs and calves. The
latter are the ones most commonly
served. It should always be soaked
in cold water for two hours before
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt
cooking. Baked sweetbreads are most
digestible.
dent of the Woman's International Suffrage alliance, to the widow of George
Pears and Chocolate.
Another more elaborate dessert is a W. Catt, a wealthy contractor who
dish of pears and chocolate. Arrange died in 1906. She haa been Identified
the sliced pears (canned), in a glass with woman suffrage for many years,
dish, and serve at the table, adding having been state lecturer and organhot chocolate as you dish them. Or iser of the Iowa Woman's Suffrage asthey may be served separately, the sociation from 1890 to 1892. Her
street.
guests adding the hot chocolate as de- home is at 2 West Eighty-sixtsired. A garniture of candled violets In this city. Mrs. Catt has lectured In
practically every state ot the union
Is attractive.
for woman suffrage and has written
To Prevent Fruit Sinking.
much on the subject She was bora
This fanlt In cake is due to many in Rlpon. Wis, and after being graducauses. The fruit may not be well ated from the State Industrial college
dried, the mixture may he too liquid, ot Iowa took a course tat law. For a
or the oven may not be hot enough. time sho waa principal and general
Fruit will Inevitably sink to the bot- superintendent ot schools In Mason
tom ot a cake If the baking is slow- CMy. la.
ly done. Thoroughly flour the fruit
and be certain to make the batter ot
Hard to Solve.
"
"He to a man of mystery."
such a cake stlffei than usual.
"What Is the mystery T"
"How ha manages to Uto without
working."
"pace-egging-

h

WMEIi

Regard Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment
as umlvaled
Purifying
the
and
for the

nrolÍnvsllí

Preaching

Summer Clothing
ytt

i

5t

-

Now is the time to select your light, cool clothes for these hot

days. Our stock of

Hart, Schaffner

w

&

at

11

I

Christian ühurcor'lrsl Pab Jim te, last Pb. Jal.
Eld. Stacy I'hilliwe. the new
Notice of PuMicatiori
pustor, will preach .Sunday a. m.
Court, t
In
District
tbe
at 11 and at 7:46 in the evening. Cornil of Otara.
ni Everybody invited.
No Ml.
Sunday school at 10 a m.
Miguel L Msroew

W

Of ALAM080RD0

OPIMO

g

Marx

Written f..r

tin-

Almmoirordo

Nws iy
Mabel Bash DavU.

ws lake a trip,
really waul to go,
we
bear about
And tee ibat plac
Called Aletiiogordo.
I'm galling tired of wluters cold,
Milb lee and sleet and snow;
The un shines neurit ail tin lime
wool--,make-uup-to-ea-te
Down in New Mexico.
p
fabric-aThe; say a man can work out door
Pretty n luh all the tear.
And now. yoa know, an well at I,
He cannot dolt here
ill-fitti- ng
And ci mi lil we make a living?
Well, I should rather guess!
Why. they call get guild water
Full line Underwear, Belts, Suspenders, Neckties, etc. Straw
At
eight) luet and less.
Hats Shoes in black tan and ox blood leathers.
With a mil', or u gasoline engine.
And a good big sinrage tanK,
We would mil only have a living,
But unmet in the hank.
The mus.) ii i te grnwing on the land
Tbe Do eat fuel make;
And as you clear the land, you see,
No extra labor 'akea.
3
Brother Jones has had a letter
From Charley, who's out there;
He saya a fortune can he made
NEWS! WOULD BE FORTUNATE.
(irowing tbe Bartlet pear.
Monday was the longest day of
And such El berta peachesi
MA (ION BROS., Proprietors.
tne year. Did you notice it?
tie never saw hefore;
They average half a pntind a piece,
After a drouth of two years,
The
expenditure
some a pound and mure.
And
of
a
half
a
the soda fountains of Alamogordo
0. S. üSTÍBr!. Editor.
were open last .Sunday and the million dollars for a Now (loud-crof- t For apples, pltnu and cherries,
And grapes that can't be beat,
will mean much for Alamothirsty were supplied with any
Published every ThursdayÑ. at
He think- - old California
Otero Cutitirj-M.
old kind of soft drink. The op- - gordo.
1' taking a back seat.
Of course he mentioned other kinds:
ening fame after a consultation
The
in
article
week's
last
apricot;
with the district attorney, and News by Rev. J. H. Murray elic- In Thefurquince, the any
$1.50 a Year in Advance.
fact
frull,
growing
is a little hard to see where
It Is the garden spot.
much
ited
laborable
comment.
is
just
there
ground
for the proEntered at the postorüce in Alamoirordo,
And then all kinds 01 garden truck.
New Mexico, for transmission through the test of the Alamo
Ministerial asHo never since he s horn
mails as second class matter.
Sit w pumpkins,
melons, cantaloups,
sociation.
If Koswell had no
And such Hue lialiir corn.
more wrong doings on Sunday
Alfalfa gmws to heat the hand,
than ice cream parlors, we would
Kevised Weakly .
HEBE, TOO, PETE!
And makes the lines! feed
be fortunate indeed. "Tender
For horses, cattle, sheep and hogti
Baptist Church.
foot," in lioswell Register Tri
It's all the leed they need,
bune.
Pastor S. B. Callaway will Better than a gold mine?
I should rather say!
preach at the First Baptist WhenWeil
it brings fifteen dollars a ton
What in the dickens is the church
It sorter look ttiat way.
Sunday at 11 a. m. and
matter? The El Paso Herald
He mentioned the beauliliií roses.
ran out of red ink Saturday and 7:.'i0 p. m.
Chrysanthemums, anil many more
Of the flowers you love so well.
the Albuquerque
Journal of Sunday school at i:45 a. ra.
And all of them live out dour.
Tuesday broke a column rule by
Strangers welcomed.
ar here. Sprineer S.cckman
And then urn know there arc things
placing a two column head over
Tn be considered, too
W. E. Church, South.
Thai lovely climate, warm and mild.
One of the Alamogordo papers one of its stories. It is tobe L
hoped
El
the
Paso
that
red ink
Is just the place for you.
(The News) showed a turn of
All regular services will be
says that folks like us
metropolitan class yesterday af- lamine will soon be at an end held at the M. E. (;hureh, South, Why.CanCharley
there regain their youth)
ternoon. The paper had just and that the staid old Journal
And other people say the same,
gone to press and was printing will never again get out of the next Sunday. The subject of the
And I'm sure it is the truth,
single column head class.
morning sermon will be "Broth-erl- y lie also sent a paper, called
tiie first side when the automobile with seven occupants turned
Love." Subject of the even, I betThe AUmogotdo News;
the fellears who ran it
The News now has regular cor- ling sermon, "Lot's
wh'le going at full speed.
Choice."
Haven't any time to lose;
The press was stopped, a report- respondents at Orogrande, TulaIt
is sure a hummer
For
aunuay scnooi at
a. m.
er sent to cover the story, which rosa, Farmer Flats, Fruitvale
They speak their minds out Minare,
Preaching at 11a. m. and 7:45 And aim aira'd to express themselves
was written, typed, inserted on and Camp City. Correspondents
In a manner straight and fair.
the front page, and the press are desired at jbl Luz, Cloud-sro- ft p. m.
from a living spring
and other points. CorreSenior League at :i p. m. Jun- The Iswater
started again in thirty minutes.
piped iuto the town;
spondents are urged to get their ior League at m.
El Paso Morning Times.
And Charlie sais no better
i.
letters in as early as possible.
Can an) where be found.
A cordial invitation is extend
Letters
a moral town just one saloon,
It's
received
Tueslater
than
The Alamogordo News says
W. V. Ticte, Pastor.
Ann churches of all creeds,
afternoon cannot be used ed to all.
that Alamogordo is to have a day
As wt'll as I remember
well.
fine big baseball park and first until the following week.
Enough to suit ail needs
Grace
Methodist
Episcopal Church j M large a place i. it? you sav,
class baseball under a first class
Sunday's El Paso Times con.
business management. Fifteen
hour thousand souls, they claim;
School
Sunday
at 1(1 o'clock.
a
tained
half column story by
And for a place of thai size,
business and professional men
1
Preaching
at
a. ra. and 7:80
Thev are getting up a name;
have organized themselves to "Hombre Viejo" ili u t
Of the whole southwest there Is no doubt
give the Magic city some good Smith) concerning a movement p. m.
But it will be the hub;
All Grangers and non-churfast sport. Albuquerque Jour that is on foot to induce a uiov- And Charlie savs great credit is due
picture
film manufacturer to: mmoers are cordially invited.
ing
To the wurk of the lluslueis Men's
nal.
make views of the scenic railway
John H. Mcrrav, Pastor.
Club
Couie, wife, suppose

Full suits and two piece suits is still fairly complete, and we are
always ready and proud to show them They are strictly
in
ll
and finish
and cost only a little more than the cheap,
kind of clothes.

J. WOLFIttSEB.

ALAMOGORDO

lit

Church) Notices

oer

i

After reading in The News of
the new base ball park, the big
celebration that is being planned, the hustling Business Men's
Club, etc., the Las Vegas Optic
proceeds to refer to Alamogordo
as the Magic City.
Alamogordo, with a population
in the neighborhood of 4,000
stands third in the territory for
alaries paid city school superintendents and sixth in amount of
postal receipts. The city has
been enjoying a healthv crowth
for the past year as is evidenced
by the fact that the postmaster's
alary was increased $100. We!
make this brief statement for
the benefit of the several hun-dre- d
people in the Eastern states
who will receive copies of this
issue of The News. Those desir-- 1
ing further information concern-- !
ing the city and county should
write The Alamo Business Men's
Club, Alamogordo, N. M.
My Martin, The News' hustl-- 1
ing field representative, is put-- 1
ting on large numbers of new'

subscribers.

Soft Words,
Warn) Friends
Good Goods,

Steady Customers.
j

Your Money back if tt)e Goods you buy
here are not Satisfactory.

L. R.

HUGHES

The Modero Grocer.

.

tuei

First National Bank,
ot n tan ogorao.
A

Corporation,
Plain tl J.

1

new arenco

anarew story, .Hainan lei

Peach. 8. K Adkins. K g
Knlow. and J B Crockett.

Defendant.
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l""i
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ir

t.

'""v'.,'

i
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i.
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Mat

W. Collins

vs.

White
The said defendant. Ada C. White, is
hereby notified that a suit In attachment has been commenced aganist you
in tbo District Court for the county of
Otero. Territory of New Meslco, bv s,ii,i
Ira W. Collins, on account fnr $:t;:, no
with interest atO per cent from April
5th 1WK; that unless you enter or cause
to be entered your aDOearance in said
suit on or before the seventh dav nf Au.
gust. A. D 19(1, decree of Pro Confesso
therein will be rendered against you.
Ada

C.

Chas. P. Downs, Clerk
By fi'rldaM. Eckiuao, Depntt
1. W. Tomson, Alamogordo, N. M.

Notice is hereby given ttiai
M
dales, of Alamogordo.
October
try

!& IMJ
Daniel AI

.

wbii.

15 1IMM, mede Hrmesteadi
4ÍIIO (serial
furHBI
1,
l ow ship IT !S.. Baafall
hectton
m.
a.
meriatan. has li.e iintici
lutenlion to make Kml i 'uuimuiati
Proof, tt. establish claim tn the

01ji

r.

above described, before K .1 itaa
S. ommlssioner at Alaiuoirurjo N
on tha 15th day of Julv, i to it.
Claimant names as witnesses;
J. K Kdginglon. nf Alamogordo, N,
I) W Vandyke, of
do
W E Carinark.
do
of
i
H. .iin'tu,
do
of
JOKK DoSZtl Ks. kf

Attorney for Plaintiff

First Pub. June 24; last Puh. July
Notice of Publication
la the Dlstri
uurt )
County of Otero,

Mineral ApajÉcation No. 0201
id
Kir--

i

i.,

Ally. f.,r Plaintiff.

The Peoole'g Forum.

The deer, the swan, the lake;

saw a picture of It. and
I know It is no fake.
Oh! It must be a lovely place-T- all
trees on aver? street.
With a little stream of water, clear
Trickling at their feet.
From the Sacaamento moataina
This little streamlet flows
Which makes the barren desert
To "blossom like a rose."
The train rums up to Cloudcroft-wa... .. uiuuinmns wnere
The scenery Is dmply grand
And the trip beyond compare.
You gate across a vast expanse
Of hill and fertile lands,
Aud in the distance dimly see
The ocean of white sands.
Well. yes. I've been a reading up.
And learning all I could.
Before I said a word to you,
Althoagh perhaps I should.
The land Is going very fast-N- ew
comers every day.
And Uncle Sam has Just a little
Left to give away.
Now, wife, don't think I'm eraiy,
Or that I'm going mad.
But I've got the New Meslco fever,
And got it mighty bad.
Wo will go by Kansas City.
And visit for a day;
Than take the (tolden State Limited
No change the rest of the way.
Ho coma on now, let's hurry up.
And o while vet there's room,
For lust aa sura as fate that place
Is going to have a boom.
I

Mai loo. la aad for tbe
Otero.

,

lumber for Inside work,
Is doné at the plaining mills.
They brag a lot about their park

there.

j...

laat Pah

i

.

from Alamogordo to Oloudcroft.
I hm
II our retskMtiger trains a day, No. S3.
It is thought by the promoters
M-He uihi
usía
pilone,
Frudie Spradlen
St. Johns Episcopal Church.
And yet unte people think in, wild
that the plan will work out sucvs.
I'd
I own
id
brst.
a'
cessfully. The display of such a
Luther 0, pradlen
Sunday school 10 a. in.
Their
Is of line red lirlek-T- he
hnuaa
... .j J .
court
Tl.
picture in the moving picture
xiio saiu ueteiinant, l.utlo r C. Spratl-leu- .
Commencing June 21), there
school house is the shiiiii.
Is hereby norjtlod that a
shows throughout the country will
suit in dl
no morning services un- And almost nil the business blocks
vorce has been commenced against ron
be
would be a great advertisement
Von few are frame.
In the District Court for
the County' nf
for Alamogordo und Oloudcroft. til further notice. Services will The Baptists have a college,
Otero. Territory of New Mexico, bi
they are published.
.aid
The terri ory an institute for the
be held at 8 p. in. Every bydy
Prudie Spradlen. alleging abandonment
blind,
and
The distribution by The News cordially welcomed.
thai
unless
vou
euter
And with the sanitariums
The population of Las Vegas of
or cause to be entered ..ur appearance
You see they are not behind.
on or before the 14th dav August A l
Mr. H. Q. Lansing in charge.
was reduced materially Saturday torsfree score cards to the spectaA
tine addition to the school
of Sunday's ball game was
190. decree Pro Confesso therein will ...
when Judge Mills sentenced ten
Is to he built this fall;
appreciated by all.
rendered against you.
But
residents of that city to the penthe
fifty
thousand dullar hospital
Presbyterian Church,
Chas P. Downs, Clerk,
Will likely suruass them all.
itentiary. They had been con"v Kr,,u M
Work for incorporation.
t,
A
Sunday
JO
quarry
school
of beautiful granite
a. in.
J
victed of various crimes at the
loiiipsoii, lisq .
DeptiiT.
Is
found
Aiamognrdo.
at
the foot of the hills;
New Mexico.
term of court recently held
And finishing
CI

tl:

Special Mauler 8.1,
la tbe Mstrl.l Court of tbe Mm,, J, ,
clal i nnct 01 tae Terr tor. ..,
Motfcwvf

Notice la hereby given, that tbe ,IB.
derslgned. heretofore appointed Mpec,.i
Master, ander and by virtue 0f the ,ie.
cree of foreclosure, rendered In the DiJ
trlct . Court of the Sixth
v
District nr ..w
VJ I.LI. " J .
tne County l
on
Otero,
entered
the eighteenth dat i
Clerk
I Seal j
I Mareh. A. D IIWw.
In the cause atkerJ.
Hv rat DA M. K'M AN
Lht.
Ua..lr
1'lrsf
Nittiiiml
- nf A .
Uepuiy
J. W" Tomikon. Km)
Mexico, a corporation, is mogiiJi
j Ne
plaintiff
Alamogordo. New Mexico,
and Andrew Story, Nathaniel Iv .j. s
Attv. for Plaintiff.
E. Adkloa. E. B. Knlow, aud J a
Crockett, are the defendants
in
First Pub. June 3; last Pub. June 24 Wedaesday. tbe twenty third dat of
June, A l Htoa. at the hour of
Notice of Publication.
o'clock a at., at the front door nf
tk.
Court Buitre In the town of AlaiDogord,,
In the District Court, I
.
r.1,1,,1. ..(i.......
ut flew Mf'lf
County of Otero.
Ico, sell at public auction'to the highest
No. 842
and best bidder for cash, in accordant!
Edith P. Flint
(with tbe aid deetee. tbe IoIIo.m,,..
j ..
vs.
Iserlbnd property, tn wil:
Henrv P Flint
An undivided one half laterest a anJ
The said defendant. Henry P Flint,
Is hereby no' ilted that a suit in divorce to tbe southwest quarter of the - uní,
west
quarter of section twenty on ti; ii,
has been commenced against you in tbe
ul
""nwest quarter. ,ui
District Court for the Conntv of Otero,
"i
""-qHrter ot me st.uthaax)
Territory of New Mexico, bi said Edith
P. Flint, aliening abandonment I lid i
'nt.v fight; n,..
l,,e "'"'hea
q ,r,
non support; that unless you enter nr ,,llst,
cause to be entered tuur appearance in "c'1"" twenty; and tbe east half of nj,
ast
"orth.
of
quarter
sect
tweaty.
said suit oil or before the 2th dav ol
July. A D. 1909. decree Pro Con feas n j nine
TU"' P. M " soum. rtnp
N
twelve
east.
therein will be rendered against yon
Said property will be sold hi the lias
Seal
Chas. P Downs, Clerk
and place aforesaid, for the purpi sr uf
satisfying
be sa a plaintiff, n, tli
First I'ub June 17: last Pub July .
asaasutt oue ou a certain pruuiisury
......
......
Notice of Publication.
v6fr. .ri lorio llier.
tilion in said cause with interest ast
In the District Court, I
attorneys' fees, amounting lu the sb j
Countv of Otero.
)
of KM
and which said sum.
No f49.
mm interest t Hereon, at lite raieifi.il
per cent per annum, from thedaterf
John W. Parker
vs.
tne sain decree nntn paid.
i. di crws
to oe a nrsi nen hereinbefore describsi
Lizzie Parker.
mueiuer wiin me costs hereof to he j
The said defendant, l.izzle Parker. Is tuned,
and other allowances. ,.0Hii.j
hereby notified that a suit in divnrse has
been commenced against ititi In the Dis and disbursements as mat hereaftsrsj
ie utsri, ami
"
trict Court (nr the County of Otero, Ter- Q
... tne uudersitasslI
I..I f .......
Remití .u&.ter. tor me purpose ol .ai:..
ritory of New Mexico, hv said John W.
said
decree,
fling
and bv virtue of til
Pcrker. alleging abandonment, that authority
vested in htm will st the lew
unless you enter or cause to be entered
fal
your appearance in said euit on or be ano ntaee in this notice spe.ulieri
fnre the seventh day of August, A. D lor sale and sell at public unci Ion to laj
highest
and
best bidder for ash in ac
liiii. decree Pro Confesso therein will Incordance with the terms of thetldo
rendered against you.
cree, the said real estate
Chas. P. Downs. Clerk
H H MAJOR. Snecial Vi
By Frida M Eckemao. Deputy
J. W. Tompson. Alamogordo, N. M.
Alamogordo.
New Mexico,
Attorney for Plaint ff
Attorneys for Plaintiff
First Pub June 17; last Pub. July S
Fitst pub. June I; last Pub .lull
Notice of Publication.
Notice For Publication,
In the District Court, I
DKPAKTM KNT OK t'HB IXlERluilJ
)'
Countv of Otero.
No.
V S. Land Office at Las Cruces. V II I

lirio

The Tularosa Tribune and the
Silver Lining, at Oloudcroft, the
only Otero county papers outside
of Alamogordo, have both materially improved in appearance
during the past two weeks. Both
do credit to the towns in which

Ptrat Pub Mar

V.
Helen C. Marque.
Tbe said defendant. HrlM C. Marques, It hereby notified that a mi In dl
.orce baa been coin meoceO against you
In tbe District Court for the County of
Otero. Ternary of Now Mexico by said
Miguel L Marques, alleging abandon
ineot aud asking that properly mentioned In complaint bow oa ile at this
That
office oe under bis sole control
unless you enter or cause to be entered
tour appearance Id eaki suit on or before tbe Mb day of August A. D. 100.
decree Pro Confesso thertn will he ren
dered agalnal you. Chab. P. Downs.

IOWA FARMER'S

AN

1

G.

Legal Notices.

Legal Notices.

a. in. and 7 X)

t

Piib Aur. 30; last Pub. Jn
llnlle.l Slsles Laud Ollice.

I. as Cruces. New Mexico.
January 'ft.!
Notice is hereby glvn ilisi UK
Ih iter. Independent
Lxecutrll sis
látale of J V DíHter deceas wl
.1. lion ties, her at'oiioin fsrt.
address Is Brice. Sea-Mhas made auullcation lor s W
Stales patent for the liatón Lml'l
mg Claim. Mineral Purvey Nn.
sitúalo in Silver Hill .Minnie I
countv of Oteru. Territory of S
le, covering U63 IS feet nflksl
lode iu a direction X 54 dsgn
inlonlaw VV. from the

536 H5 feet thereof In a dirsctlDs'
degrees 40 minutes E therefroaj
lying lu the
Sec. 9 sinf '"""i

uetr
h

of Sec. lOT.
S It 9 iv Ni M H
and more narticularlv as fnhOtxj
ginning at Cor No 1. t porpbig
13X14 Ins. 12 ins. hih chlsn's'l
from which the corner to s cs 3.
10. T. 38 S R S K N M P. M.

82
48 minutes W.
is a humane socnr,v dist..decrees
and ruunlntr thence S. 114
in Alamogordo it can do a great '3 minutes B. 30o feet to Ksste
ler. thence N. 11 decrees 23 Bl
worit oy picking ud the narr.i. 600
feat to cor. No. ': thence!).!
who are setting out deadly poi- - greea 4 minutes W. 1500 fee I
3; thence N. 11 degrees'"
son.
It is being done right No.
Wett 300 feet to West ens
along and there should be a stop thence North 11 degress 21
W. 600 feat to cor No. 4; them
put to it. Some ten days ago a degrees
49 minutes E. lSMIeiM
fine dog, well behaved,
beginning, containing
well of The
location notice of this em
trained and a good companion,
record In tbe office of the pn
was poisoned by someone
who aud ex officio recorder nf ili
has no respect for his neighbor, Otero. Tevritorv of New
Dares K3fl and HSU nf ri'COSi I
or themselves. They are
Mining Locations. This clslaj
too joined
on the north bv taeBai"
careless, Wonder how
unsurved; E. Mills. Cla'instDt.
asa
U
wuu u reel ii their neighbor the east hv Snr Nn 1254.
would cause the loss of some
Eleven.
BUCEN R VAN

If there

--

IÍ--

thev

1

J'

'

Pi

of

ProPrtyY Any one
set out deadly poison
Ilka tbla, la . dl.rapíubl.

v,?,,Iueu

In a city

dangerous elHsaa ,0B ,00u
down and their names
made
the public Thara shoold
nnd chickens and
of protection

tk... .i.

i2.
Ü.

w

l"
.

The parties that lost their
valuable
dog have some
OUt poison.
is

ui.,,.1

.

clue
When ..,ll..?r".
Z,

The Maw la tbe popular vf
it to your friends back east.

Bosh Jobs Rushed.
Rush Jobs Rushed i

"MD

evraanea

to of The News' job prin
partment. You uoa t
wait two or three we
your printing at this oil

innocent

W"
order ia rami ved. rt.ll
and we'll be after yoW

ftr1 inn byt
wiMiuRi

doir

V" "'

itk
jit

typili toil

I

OwapOltj.
liases suffered asura

Reputation For Reliability.
The

in

n

Mr.
from the storm

Friday utffMT Tks
few fear stacks swt
washed out his n MU
Mr. Wj lead's wall ws caved Is.
Tfeore was a lam crowd sot to as Iss
crea sapper at Mr Klsspis Tusday
oigas it was enjoyed ay all.
Soase of the farmers are busy putlisg
in meir lata crop.
Mewrs. Smltb. Hatfield and Oarrlson
came up from Orngrande Saturday nlgbt
suenas a annas? with tbslr families.
Mr. f.oddard Is up from El Paso
where be has heen at work.
Mr. Hartsford. who was on bis way
from Aiamogordo to tbe White Sands,
went through Camp Sunday.
Mr Blocker, a forest rider, was down
through bare enrome for the Sacramen
to river Monday.
Mr Young has rented land of Mr.
Albright which he will farm.

Drag Store.

as.w one of

ws rata

In soliciting vottr prescription business we refer too to the
Medical Profc ion
reliability
They know. It's
their daty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

utooir

Let m

fill

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

2

Tks

Newsy Notes from
the County

IOver
Orngrande.
Stevinon has declared

It his
Jiiiie
Intention of building an eating house
feed
pas-jiii- !r
the
to
hungry
ih
dip.i
near
who come through here.

Henderson, who was married In
laat week, ha brought bis wife
live.
Mr. Ambrose, of Hrice, has received a
cur lorn! of bay.
Tbe two children of Mrs Light. o Rl
I'ssu. are up visiting Miss Lottie Smith
The regular Saturday evening dance
w
held at Mrs. Crafts Saturday night
There was a large crowd nut Irom Hrice
Ice cream and rake
and Orngrande
era served and everyone had an enjoyLet's bope that we will have
able lima.
another next Saturday.
Miss Lottie Smith went to El Paso
to spend a lew davs
last Wednesday

Mr. Lt;oi,

who formerly

No-ke-

Current Comment

lived

Robert Lane, of Demlng. is here
vliitlng bis uncle and aunt. Mr. and
Mi- - Colthorp.
liertle Stevenson, son of James Ste
venton. was up from El Paso to enend a
few days of his vacation with his father.
Work is steadily going on out at the
swelter, tbe concrete office building Is
near completion an i the steel vault has
heen tinisbed
It Is the only fire proof
vault In the city.
is still pegging along on
Joe
the Mamie Jue has one o( tbe best
mines in iho camp
There was quite a crowd nut at Sun
day school last Sunday.
Why don't
every one rome out? There Is only a
few of us. but let's go.
Kobert C. Dow went to tbe Sacramentos last week
Mr. Dow is going over
his ranch to take care of his cattle,
Mr Knlbbs loaded a ear i,f ore to
ship this week. This car has been loaded with good ore and ought to bring a
good profit
L. D. Kaker, of Lawton, Ok la . who
has beeu slaving here for some time
past. ha returned home, but expect to
return in the near luture.
"Iss Anna Relish, our central girl,
left la- -t Tuesday for Tul a rosa where
she expect' to remain for some iitee.
Miss Bellah turned her office over to
Miss Mona Pinney who will operate It
until her return.
.lames Stevenson has been ill for the
last few days but I able to be aronnd

Intended for last week.
A. S. Reams ha left for his home in
nlgbi. It rained enough to settle the
Missouri, but will return In a short time
dust quite nicely.
and locsts here. He expects to go Into
M Fuller will fence forty
aere of ousiness.
hi farm in tbe near fotnre.
The community of Dog Caffon Is feelMin Phillip bat
hunch of burro in
the Fleming pasture tbU nmnier He ing very jubilant over the prospects of
expects to ralre mnle cults from them having a survey.
There was a picnic given at tbe Dog
tbi year.
i anon ranch Si.ndrv.
A very uleasant
Hammocks. Hayimnrk. HAM. tune was en joyed uv all present
S Camp Is drilling a well on Mr
MOCKS. HAMMOCKS and Wells'
ranch.
Hammocks.
All kinds at (Xist.
Mr. Foy went to his home in OklaAt OLIVER'S.
homa on business last week.
Messrs. Poe and Sharrab were down
from Mescalero where they have been
Fruitvale.
at work.
Fonr miles nortliweit of Alamoirordo.J
Mr. Taley Is down from bis mountain
Hurrah! for the glorious winds we are farm to visit his family
for a few days.
having!
They cause our windmills t
run, and give ns plenty of water during
tbe dry weather also plenty of grit.
Arthur Do re is home to recuperate
from an aeeideat which befell him in
Ariiona, and Mr. and Mrs J. A. are all
smiles.
The friends of Herman A Pruess are
glad to see him around again,
alter a

t

U. H.
Alanin
here to

ti;
liere.
Mr.

damage

short illness.

the

as burned to

r

mer.
'

pany."

I believe we all wish so, too.
:or
Aiamogordo Athletic Park is
at last a reality and has already
been productive of good. And
more good will follow. The building of this park is illustrative of
what may be accomplished by a
little cultivation of the "get-t- o
gether spirit." From the time
the subscription list was started
until the park was completed and
formally opened with a cracker- jack game, was less than a week.
That s progress, a quality which
Much good
builds great towns.
work of community interest remains to be done. "Keep on
a keepin' on."

jOCAbJTEMS

-

j

them royally. That they were
appreciative and grateful is well
Get you a nice Oak Round attested by Governor Curry,
now.
They Commander Long and Vice ComRalph
had his guu stolen tbe Pedestal Dining Table.
other day by the negro that shot np the utra i cosí muco at OLIVER'S. mander Steward, who unaniMexican at Aiamogordo.
mously declared this was the
Last Thursday about two o'clock a
Tularosa.
must successful and delightful
black cloud over cast the heavans Tbe
afoesaid c'oud kept darkening nnMI
S. C. Paudolfo, an insurance agent of encampment ever held in New
about five o'cloek when taat delightful El Paso, in company with Roy Page Mexico. A sense of duty well
substance known as rain, began to fall (driver) rolled In at 4 o'clock Friday af done is within itself no small
Kverv one made a rush for their storm ternoon. from Capitán, bv the Ram reward, and there is the addihouses, and for about five minutes the oier route.
tional reward of realizing that a
VV. G. Davennort
most delightful shower that ever blessed
whn
n
i. big boost has been given to Aia...
Vew Mevteo fell Thi.ii" our nlrf frieiirts Irk., i?. ..
r
j
.
nnrue
on
"
at
a
short
7
j visited us in full force visit to his family.
mogordo. Out of the grateful
huu and7 Wind,
r w. Beach was down from Alamo: The business houses Of Uvde llr.iv hearts of these old veterans will
luesday.
and A. I' Agullar are nearine- comnlA come many words of praise for
Mr. and Mrs U. E. Moffett returned tioo, and old Tulaross looks as much Aiamogordo
during the next
like progress as Monterey sounds.
from E! Paso Tuesday night.
As an investtwelve
months.
Miss Elolse Carrol, who ras been at
Miss Mai Ambrose went to El Paso
on
is
a par with a
ment
about
it
Tuesday. She expects to remain there tending school In Denver, returned
.
and was tbe euest of Miss page ad in Collier's or Saturday
tor some lime.
Capt. W. B. Brack went to El Paso Margaret Prttde until Friday, when sh Evening Post, at less than
departed for her borne in pretty Mesca
last Friday on business.
the cost. Let's get to
Ph.rlns li.iihh..
work and build a "Greater Aia
I. Kl P.tn Mon- - ";ro
Mr. Kavser. cashier of the First Na mogordo" to welcome these vetday to ass about the car of ore that he
tioual bank, of El Paso, was here on
shipped a few days ago
erans when they return next
Sunday morulng.
business
Pay day at the smelter was celebratyear.
W.
Mrs. J.
ed In the same old way last Tuesday.
Prude, who is in
DOUOTHY DlTTI.E.

'

'

i

-

,

..r

Battle
Creek. Mich., for her health. Isreported

-

Farmers Flats.

10

v"' -- uh

'7r"v-d-

-

Tlptou
most radiant
' countenance Id our district since
IFour mites west of Aiamoirordo.,
tbe
christening
of
Monterey,
Mrs i'erb Loomls spent a day last
Mr.
and Mrs. Dullard, with Andrew
week srlib her friend, Mrs. John Belk,
Prude and Miss Mabel Hall, snent a
at Cloudcroft.
day in Mescalero Sunday.
John Murry. Jr., of Aiamogordo, visMrs. M. E. Bennett, of Aiamogordo,
Ited bis friend Perl Charles, In tbe coun-- ;
and Miss French, of this place, went to
try last week.
Thursday of last week as Chaster Alamo on business Monday evening.
The young people are making ar
Messlc was driving bis hones up from
tos pasture na met wiid a uooesi waica rangements ior a picnic this week
seemed little inclined to glvs any ol tbe
Mrs. J. L. Purdy. who fainted
the
right of way. Mr, Messlc didn't srguo barbecue grounds last Tuesday Isst said
the question but passed on and came to ha in a critical condition, having recams hack with a guu the next morn covered consciousness, only for a brief
Ing. He now ha a handsome bob eat period once or twice since.
hide tacked up to dry.
Tbe genial Dr. Gilbert, of AiamogorV. M. Fuller, with the Aiamogordo
do, paid us a visit Sunday.
Improvement Co., same out to his farm
Tbe bank building of Monterey Is
Saturday night. He scared a big wild- now
under construction.
cat out of the brush asar ths Q. E. BarI. H. Quaekenbush, of Chicago, Is
rett place.
looking over tbe country and I seriousWill Csull and wife, of Alton, Kansas,
ly considering the
of locatarrived at the J. 2. Yale home Sunday ing lu the beautiful advisability
Tularosa valley.
morning a little after midnight for a
Mr. V. H. Batcilff of Hurlbert, N. M
short visit. Their coming was a coming was a complete surprise lo Mr. and spent Sunday in our cosy little town,
Mrs. Ysle. They are ou the return visiting his father, W. W. Bateliff.
trip from the Pacific coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilson have
Leslie Draw, who has been building been enjoying a visit from two of their
fence In ths Sacramento mountains for grandchildren, ths tots having traveled
forest Supervisor Nsal. Is expected several hundred miles atone on their
Mrs. Wilson left last
trip to Tularosa.
boms this weak.
A livsly runaway oecurrsd in this Tuesday with ths little ones for thslr
In
home
Pulton,
California, owing to
vicinity the first of ths wssk when a
illness of thslr mother, hsr daughlas (ray mare kicked J. Rlchter out of tbe
ter.
his buggy, tors ths rig and harnsss to
Gov. Curry purchased lot in Monsplinters and then ran like mad some
terey, aud is going to build a residence
tour mils before she was caught,
there.
Mrs. Hansom Is enjoying a visit from
.
Upon Inquiry It Is learned
over
ksr anela aud aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Short 10,000.00 worth of lots werethat
sold at
from Csrrlaoao.
Monterey on the dsy of the opening and
Ths shack which served ths purpose Mr. Jeffries, secretary and treasurer.
of a house on the C. Wallace farm was I tM the busiest man In town, stamping
I and signing contract.
Mown down this week.
The talos ran
Ws enjoyad a good shower .est Friday from Cleveland, Ohio, to Dallas, Texas.
i

W. D

P'snt

'

,

I

:o:
Alamo Business Men's Club,
after a long period of inactivity,
has become a live wire and is
now making history. The wizard
organizer is H. La Salle, the
new secretary. One of the se
crets of his success is very simple
when you know it just a vast
deal of hard work. While the
Club is booming, come in, pay
up your back dues, and help to
boost. There is a great work
for a live organization to do,
and it ia a part of YOUR duty
to assist. A few men cannot do
all the boosting Aiamogordo
needs, and it ought not to be .ex
pected of them.

MAJOR,

H.
rim

D R.

J.

Attfsrssy at Urn.
i aad ,
NatkMal Saak BatMlac

GILBERT,

R- -

OS5lc, Upataira la the Gilbert Balletic
Alanos-ordo- .

13.

here.

e

Up te tbe hour of going to press no
one had entered In the fat men's raee
against Or. Gilbert. It looks like the
doctor will be compelled to run against
his own recoyd 100 yards in one hour

and

eighty-nin-

e

minutes.

If

Jobo

N.

M.

Robert Newton Woodworm

hospital

Rev. Henry
Easter, of El Paso,
preached at St. John's Episcopal church
Sunday evening. He I one of the most
entertaining pulpit talkers that visits
our city.
biu. stacy rniiups, the new pastor.
preacneu nis nrst sermon at tne Christian church Sunday He Is a splendid
talker and beld tbe attention of his
audience throughout bis sermon.
Tbe Apostalic church, of El Paso,
will hold a camp meeting at Woodlawn
park in 'that city beginning July 10
Plenty of shade, water and camping
ground free. All invited. For particulars write M. T. Dye, 907 Mo. St , El
Piso.
H W. Wolcott. one of the owners of
the Sacramento Valley Irrigation company, was in Socorro on business SaturHugh Shields, an engineer on ths
Southwestern, has brought his automobile here for bis family. It is a 14 horse
power Autocar.
Dr. McKlnley now has offices on New
York avenue next door to the barber

shop.

W. MILLER,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Telephone No. 20.

O.
NO.

W. TOMPSON,

Practice ia all courts aad govcraaieat
Departments.

rint

Offices, Saita 3 and 4
National Baak
Building-- . Alaroogoreo.

QR.

J- -

G. HOLMES.
PhYSiclSB.

F. W. Hunt, owner of a cornier mine
near High Rolls, has returned from a
visit to St. Paul. Minn.
O. Martin and daughter,
Miss Alma, of Oscuro, attended services
Mrs.

Office over Holland's Draff Store.

QR.

M.

10NE HULETT,

Osteopathic Physldss,
On Tenth St. Opposite the Court Honse.

W.

Aiamogordo. New Mexico.

T

H. GUDGER,

R.

D. D. S.

at the Haptlst chnrch Sunday.
Prepared to do porcelain crown aad
bridge work, porcelain inlays; aleo
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin, of Three Riv
frold i clays.
ers, are the parents of a tins girl which
OFFICE OVER WaKKEN'S DRUG STORE.
arnveu ounosy
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone 77.
Fred Crosby, a Three Rivers fsrmer,
s cavu g a wen cored.
E. K. X. JARVI8,
TI e Olfrc Ccerty Medical Association
seiu a meeting here last night
It
The Fourth of July committee held a Office over First
National
Bank.
meeting at tbe club room yesterday af
ternoon and received reports from the Phone 71.
various sub committees. The reports
AtiAMOGORDO. N. M.
were niguiy satisfactory and a success
ful celebration Is assured.
L. J. Philbert
A. E. Andrew
Come on.
and eel
PHILBERT & ANDREWS
ebrate with us. Bring tbe entire popu
REAL ESTATE
lation, we'ii take goon caro of you
Sacramento Valley Lands, Money to
Why not call it Monlerosa?
loan, Aiamoirordo Property.

D

DBt

Tularosa-Montere-

BON12K
Offeee

m

lltl

St.,

lilt

HI.,

If you have any re

i

NO.
Pen-hero-

pair work to do Phone
188 and I will call and
get it, fix it and return it
to you. Prices right.

46328

Stallion, black with star.
Foaled May
1905; bred aud owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111. This splendid horse is dow the nror- erty of the

14,

IThur-ilav-

th

onto Cssnasss
First Natieaal Steak B.IISI

be at the top of tbe greased pole
R. M. Jackson and family and Mr.
E L. Manson spent Sunday at tbe home
Examinations and reports.
of Lee Glasscock, near La Lux.
Dr. J. E. Manney. of Tucumcari, was
References exchanged.
here MOnoay with a patient who under
went an operation at the Southwestern Bot 371.
. . .

'

j

Hk'KKY A SHERRY.

day.

Miss Laura Jones, daughter of .1. C
Week before last the veterans Jones,
proprle r of the ('outbwestorn
encamped here, hotel, has returned from tbe Las Cruces
about as hut as convent where he has been for two
it ever is. Yet no one suffered years.
from heat, and in the shade it Mrs. Llllle Loxterman. who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Will Davis, for
was always cool and pleasant, several
months, will depart today for
even in the middle of the day.
her home In Idlewlld. New Jersey
At the same time the Confedilorbert Riddle, round bouse foremen
erate Veterans were holding for the Colorado Midland at Colorado
Springs,
their annual reunion in Memarrived in Aiamogordo on tbe
phis, Tenn. In one day alone Limit! d Tuesday. He is the guest of
Jas. Riddle, his brother, who is an enthere were twenty prostrations gineer ou tbe Cloud roft road.
from heat, two of the poor, unSuperintendent Crlpprn, with
fortunate victims dying. Mem- thePark
assistance of a score or more
boys
phis is in that dear old "Sunny gave the lake In A.'arocCs park of
a thorSoulh" land, which, by compar ough scrubbing Tui "day. Tte "kids"
the mud scd this vas rs
ison with our semi-ariwest, is stirred bynptura
eg cr llr wstst turn ths
still called "God's country." aerad
mountains.
Maybe so but me for the goldA large number of Aiamogordo Maen west where cool breezes blow, sons express their Intention of taking
and El berta peaches happen as the Scottish Rito degrees at Santa Peat
big and as juicy as full blown the next reunion. It is hoped to have a
class of twenty-fivfrom

Arthur Hlndrickson has just erected
brand new windmill over bis well Let
lb good work go on, Arthur. You are
"lnf"
' there's a future for ton
011 1",eb " flne cllln-oMiss Pearl Watson has left for Clo-- j.
'or """n's visit with her sister. Mi.
d
lanes.
Douglas Phillips visited Everett Tlp- ton In Cloudcroft last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Dunn are exoeel
Ing to leave soon for an extended staj
in the New England slates.
No one in this community is a knock
er. but If a rain should bappeo to stop Georgia watermelons.
:o :
us a while, how we would rejoice, and
let us sav there will be something doing
The veterans of G. A. R. have
Mis llattie Gore was in Tularosa two returned to their several homes.
days last week.
Aiamogordo entertained
And

'

.

Ra;jsrlal
has rented thg lower 40 (if G. A. R. were
acres of tbe Major farm, and expects to
raise quite a crop this year whl e J. Q the weather was

Grant has taken tbe upper portion for
the same purpose.
J. C. Minns has aMarge tomato garden
and will furnish the territory in the
near future.
0. Sumner Brown, of "Croffon Hill,"
Is preparing to -- raise cane" this sum

Oraat wswls make any kind ef

Qwiasv
See

at effort to put oa s MUM Seo.
Kw would eater and back him
To speak more formally, Mr. The
far a wlaaer
A. 8. Greig is now assistant to
Ladles, asa ti
beautiful kridls la
Mr. B.
Yoakum, chairman of W.rrans' wladoi
aod It's for the Isdy
the executive committee of the taking ths best
on the rd
Rock Island and Frisco Lines, of July.
headquarters Nesr York City. Who'll got ths prisa a ths homllest
Recently Mr. Greig was appoint- man?
ed chairman of the committee Ths various prisa offered In ths sack
selected to standardise rules, raes, ths throe legged raee. sts , arc
equipment, etc., of all the Rock quite sn Inducement, besides ths fun.
Misan Sadie Williams and Msggle
Island and Frisco Lines.
Maud Cox aad Harry Murry assisted at
The other dsy an Aiamogordo On's
stors during tbe opening day ol
business man said that he wished the sals.
that Greig held a similar posiL J. Pbilbert aad Robert Plgaet aro
tion with the El Paso and South- making tbelr arrangement to leave
western, or the Phelps Dodge toon for tbe Pacific coast, where thry
company. "Because," he said. contemplate locating.
D. A. Frlbley. proprietor of the Cash
Greig would pave these streets meat
market, has returned from a visit
in Alamo, if be had to charge to hi old home lo Indiana.
the expense to the railroad com
A good fat Ave dollar gold piece will

ground.

ALAM0G0RD0

PERCHERO!,

BREEDING

ASSOCIATION

and will make the season at the barns of the
Aiamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
;
to
$20
insure $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.

Atlantic City Pressing
Clothes Cleaned, Pressed and Repaired.
Work; Called For.

Motel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.
(Eropean plan)
Rooms 7Bc 1 mmá $1.80

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped res
taurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and mining men. OHAS.ZEIGER,Prop.

BARRINGER'S

Feed & LiYery StaDle

.....Club
Ladies Work

G. R. White.
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Food 1

Liked By The
Whole Family
You will never be disappointed if you use llbby'a
O on diPioklea
on your table.
nt e n
Libby's have the right taste,
which is always uniform,
and you can depend upon
Libby's as being absolutely
pure. Try these:

and

I

Mlxod Moklea
Fancy OUvea

Salad Dramming
Strawberry Presorvee
Our rant Jetty
Evaporated MUSt
Libby's foods are the best
because they are made from
the best fruits and vegetables, by the best methods in

Llbby'a Groat

Enameled Whit o
Kitchens

the Catholic and the Episcopal
churches. That there are violations of this law of these two
churches is only additional evidence how this social decay is
eating its way into the very
vitals of the nation.
And just as God's law declares that there is but one
cause for divorce, so It also sets
forth clearly and positively the
one rule which governs in making marriage alliances.
The New Testament warning
is "Be ye not unequally yoked
together with unbelievers: for
what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? And
what communication hath light
with darkness?"
This Is the law for the Christian, and many a life is shipwrecked because It is dis-

Insist on Libby's, and you
can depend upon it that
wXSQBv

"sacase yi twill get food prod- KsHsmucts which are the
most satisfactory
i

from the stand
point of taste
and purity.
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SERMON ETTE.

The Book of Tobias give us
a picture of a true love affair
ordered after the will of God.
y
were
If more marriages
thus of Divine ordaining, and
God'a law ruled in the home
set up we should hear less of
couples and the divorce courts would have little
to do.
There is no question but that
the matter of marriage is too
lightly
Motives
considered.
other than those which God purposed when he gave man and
woman to each other now prevail, and as a result disagreements and divisions take place
and the sacred relationship into
which the two lives have entered is cast aside. Such manner of living can bring only disaster, not only upon the Immediate members of the family involved, but upon the nation as
well.
The bulwark of any nation
must be the purity of its family
life, and when loose living and
divorce stalk through the land
wrecking the lives of the principals and cursing the children, if
hapless in such cases there be
children, it offers one of the
most serious menaces to the national life.
There is but dne'ground of divorce laid down in God's law,
and at least two of the great denominations recognize only this
one basis of divorce, namely,
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sold and guaranteed by
druggists to be a satisfactory treatment lor
Dandruff and all Scalp
Troubles, Tetter, Eczema, Itch, Ringworm,

Sunburned
Face and Hands,
Pile, Sore,
Sweaty, Blistered Feet,
all
Irritations
Cuts, and
of the Skin. Does not
stain, grease or blister.
Two Sizes, 50c and $1
bottles. Trial Size 10c.
Either mailed direct on
receipt of price.
Chapped,

HOOPER MEDICINE CO.,

Dallas, Texas,

and Jersey City, N. J.
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obeyed.
In the romance before us of
Tobias and Sara we find striking illustration of this loyalty
to God's law, and of the blessing which followed.
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toed in in column ahould iiuiát upon I
having what they ask tor, refusing all
substitute, or imitations.
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The Book of Tobit.-Perl- od
of the Book.
--The arene of the Book of Toblt
la
placed In Assyria, whither Toblt, a Jew,
after whom the book takes Its name, had
(MM ( arried as a captive by Shalmaneaor.
The book closes with the reported fall
M Nineveh (Too. 14:15
the date of which
tWti, and the story In the main
was B.
was probably written some time before
this. (Tob. ttdtki But In the opinion of
Hiitle scholars, the whole tone of the
narrative bespeaks a later age. This is
particularly marked by the way in which
the dot trine of the good and evil spirits
is elaborated and which belongs to a
period considerably
posterior to the
Babylonian captivity.
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THE STORY.

THE days
INJews
were

of long ago when the

suffering

deportation

from their land there lived an exile
in the great city of Nineveh
named
Tobit.
Poverty and blindness had
come to this devout Jew.
Poverty
through change of rulers in the land,
which prevented him from going into
Media to obtain there a large sum of
money which was held by a trusted
friend.
Blind because of exposure
incurred in burying one of his breth
ren wno naa Deen rutniessly murdered and cast outside the walls of
the city.
The household of Tobit consisted
of his devoted wife Anna and his
son Tobias.
Owing to the blindness
of the father the mother was forced
to make the living for the family,
flowed with his affliction
and the
grief of their unfortunate conditidta,

the father looked for death as a relief.
But as he thought on death
and remembered his son, now quite
grown to manhood's estate, his heart
was stricken with remorse that he
should leave him so Illy prepared to
face the hard conditions which were
the lot of the poor Jew In Nineveh.
He knew that he would be unable
to care for his mother in her old
age.

The grief and dejection of Tobit
cast a gloom over the home, and the
wife Anna and the son Tobias watched
with anxious eye from day to day
Toblt's weakening frame, and tried
by every means possible to cheer him.
"Ah, but how can I do aright but
mourn," Tobit declared in response
to the gentle chiding of his wife,
"when my blindness puts the burden
of bread winning upon you and the
boy, and what will become of you In
this great and wicked city of Nineveh
when I am gone?"
"Is not the God of our father Abra

ham still ruler of heaves and earth!"
.1,
ventured Anna, wltb faltering
as she renewed her efforts to Data:!
the task upon which she was en

Ha
Hilenre filled

the room, and a little
later Anna glanced In the direction oi
Toblt and as she noted his bowed form
she whispered to herself:
"It Is well. He sleeps."
A short while later she was startled
by a glad cry irem her husband, and
turned to see that he was standing,
and gesticulating wildly, while at the
same time he cried:
"Send for Tobias! Send for Tobias!"
And when the young man had come
in the old man told bis vision, or
dream, or whatever It was in which
there had been brought to his remembrance a debt of the long ago. How
years before when wealth wa3 in his
possession he had piaced a goodly
sum in the hands of a certain trusted
friend named Uabael of the city of
Rages In Media.
"And now, my son Tobias, thou shalt
depart for that distant city and brins
hither those ten talents of sliver."
So it was arranged that the young
man should depart, and with many
misgivings they bade him good-by- .
"My son, be mindful of the Lord
our God. and take not a strange woman to wife, but a daughter of thy father's tribe."
"That I can remember the Lord and
serve only him I am certain," thought
Tobias to himself after he had departed, "but whither shall I look for auch
a wife as my father hath spoken of?"
He was roused from his reverie by
the appearance of a stranger before
him with whom he fell into conversation, and finding that he knew the
way to Rages, he besought him' that
he would go with him, and was much
cheered when he gave his consent.
Now Tobias knew not that It was
God's angel who had come to guide
him on his journey, but as they proceeded Tobias and his companion,
Raphael, conversed together, and the
former unburdened his heart to Raphael and told him of his perplexity in
obeying the admonition of his father
regarding the seeking of a wife.
"But is not God, who would thus
have you remember his law, able to
guide thy feet and bring thee to the
one whom thou shalt wed?" questioned Raphael.
"Yea, verily," exclaimed
Tobias,
reverently, and that night as they
made camp by the side of the Tigris'
river his mind was absorbed with this
new thought!
He had gone to the
river to wash and as he bent over the
river's brink a great fish leaped forth,
and he was upon the point of fleeing,
when the voice of Raphael sounded
out sharp and clear:
"Flee not! Capture the fish and
bring it thither."
This Tobias was able to do after a
fierce struggle.
Raphael cut open
the fish and took therefrom the heart,
the liver and the gall, and placing
them securely in a wrapping, gave
them to Tobias and cautioned him
with many solemn words not to let
them leave his possession, "for," said
he, "the heart and the liver shall give
deliverance from the evil spirit, and
the gall is good to anoint a men's
eyes that he see."
Tobias' heart gave a great leap as
he thought of his father's affliction.
What joy he would bring with him
upon his return.
The gall should not
go from his possession, but of the
liver and the heart he knew not what
need he had therefor.
"Yea, let the strangers abide under
our roof
They be weary
with the long journey," exclaimed
Raguel, a prominent Jew of Ectabane,
in response to his wife's query regarding two strangers who had appeared ot the door. And as the words
were spoken Raguel came
forward
and greeted the men.
"Why," he exclaimed, excitedly, as
he looked closely into the face of Tobias, "thou lookest much like
my
cousin Tobit."
"And
Tobias is my father," exclaimed Tobias, now equally surprised.
Sara, the daughter, came running
into the room at that moment. Young
and beautiful she was, and as the
eyes of Tobias fell upon her he loved
her.
But as her eyes met his a look
of anguish and sorrow spread over
her countenance.
As the days passed and Tobias
pressed his suit, for, said he, "Is not
Sara such an one as my father would
have me wed being of my family?"
he became conscious of some mystery
surrounding the beautiful girl.
He
knew she loved him, and yet often
as they were together a shudder
would pass over her as her eyes would
meet his. On the day in which he
asked for the daughter's hand in marriage, the father unfolded to him the
awful truth that an evil spirit rested
upon his house and had claimed already seven young men to whom the
beautiful Sara had been wedded. And
In every case this had happened upon
the wedding eve.
"The heart and the liver of the
fish," like a flash came the thought
Into Tobias' heart.
"Surely, God
hath preserved Sara for me against
my coming."
And so It was that when they were
wedded, and the evil spirit readied
forth to touch Tobias, he made
a smoke of the heart and liver,
and thus escaped, and next to the joy
of the homecoming of the ion, Tobias
with his bride and the money for
which he had gone In quest, was the
joy of the restoration of sight to the
blind Tobit.
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And every one that
he would meet
Uncnrmrloualy
and
happily
gave
echo to hia smile.
And softly aa he
walked alona;
He hummed a strain
of some
old
SOUR

that

melody
showed the mood
which held him
all the while.

I

Hia hat uptllted aa
to brim
He saw the world
look
back
at
htm.
He understood the
world was good
because his heart
was jrlad.
And so he hummed
the lively strain
Of that old rollicking refrain
That held as much
of merriment as
ever music had.

And folks along; the
crowded way
In hia
Shared
smile and sons;
day.
that
And Rinpina;, too, and smiling, too, they
went about their toll;
Of where he went or whence he came
none knew his
perhaps
I4one ktu-w- ;
name-- But

he was one who thought

far too good to spoil.

the day was

The old bookkeeper and the clerk,
The husky teamster at his work.
The hanker and the merchant and the

other folks about
Writ humming something soft and low
And smiling in the sunny glow
That made a mock of shadows that were
dancing In and out.
bless the man that had the smile
And hummed his jolly song the while!
He dfd not know, he did not care, about
(he joy he made;
But like a ripple In the lake
song
set happiness awake,
His
out the wrinkles
Jl.s smile smoothed
Ho.

where the hand of care was laid.'

OldManGiddues
When a man
tells you that he
has bo he ml a n
tastes, It is the
act of a friend to
send him recipes
for removing garlic from the
breath.

cure a

Of course, vou- don't care what
others think of
you. but vou do
heap what they say of you.

Refiirmed- - spelling

seems to

sweet-ea- t.

Somehow or other you always feel
sorry for the baby that is taught to

parents

Its

call

"father"

and

"mother."
In giving gloves to a woman or slippers to a mart the only safe rule to
follow is to get them three sises too
small.
Of course, we
to Heaven, but

want everybody to go
at the same time we
tope there will be a few
-

BINDER."

A
cigar fresh from the
table, wrapped la toil, thus keeping
fresh until smoked. A fresh cigar
made of good tobacco la the Ideal
smoke. The old, well cured tobaccos
ured are to rich In quality that many
who formerly smoked 10c cigars now
amoke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
6c. Lewis' Single Binder costs the
dcsler some more than other 5c cigars.
but the higher price enables this factory to use extra quality tobacco.
There are many Imitations: don't be
fooled.
There is no substitute! Tell
the dealer you want a Lewis "Single
Binder."

health. But the chief cars should always be with regard to the food vou
eat and whether you are digesting It
properly. You should not allow yourself to become constipated.
No doubt you have tried salts and
cathartic pills, puigatlve tablets, etc,
and hare come to the conclusion that
they are violent in action and do but
temporary good. Listen, then, to the
voice of experience with regard to a
wonderful and mild laxative, Dr. CaldFighting Tuberculosis.
well's Syrup Pepsin. It is not new,
Three large fraternal orders are at
only we are trying to find new friends present
conducting sanatoria for their
tor It.
tuberculous members.
The Royal
A. A. Felts, of Johnston City. 111., suffered from stomac-- trouble tor six years League, the first order to take up this
and found hia
in Dr. Caldwell's form of work in the United States,
Syrup Pepsin. Hia wife uses It too with
success. We could name hundreds of has a sanatorium at Black Mountain,
others. Some heard of it first through North Carolina. The Modern
Woodneighbors or friends; others through the
doctor's offer to send any sufferer front a men have recently opened a sanatorstomach, liver or bowel complulnt a free ium at Colorado Springs,
and
he
sample bottle for trial, without charge.
If you will send your name and address Knights of Pythias, one at the East
he will send you a trial bottle direct to Las Vegas, New Mexico.
The Royal
your home. If It proves itself as ho
claims then continue the treatment by Arcanum and the
Brotherhood of
buying a
or II bottle of your American Yeomen will consider propdruggist, as all of them sell It. Old people, .ike children, should look for purity, ositions at their coming grand counand It Is well to mention that the purltv cils for the erection of similar Instiof this remedy is vouched for with the U.
tutions.
8. government.
Also, though a free bottle Is sent to prove its merits, results are
always guaranteed from the regular
The Cause of War.
bottles bought of druggists, who will refund your money if it does not satisfy
The fair young debutante was suryou. Bend at least for the free test bottle
rounded by an admiring crowd of ofIf there Is anything about ficers at the colonel's ball. Mamma
your ailment that you don't was standing near by, smiling complaunderstand, or If you want
any medical advice, write cently at her daughter's social
The discussion was over the
to the doctor, and he will
answer you fully. There Is quarrel of the day before between two
no charge for this service.
The address Is Dr. W. B. brother officers.
Caldwell. 201 Caldwell bldg.,
"What was the casus belli?" asked
Montlcello. Ill
the fair debutante.
"Maud!" exclaimed mamma In a
READY FOR ANY CONTINGENCY
shocked voice. "How often have I
told you to say stomach?" Success
Second Wife Has Put on File Accurate Magazine.
Record of "Mother's" PosHow's This?
sessions.

a

where we may waylay
persist In telling things
want to forget.

we

Think

twice before you speak of
ten times beother things.

orne things, and think
fore you listen to some
Eli

Timms talked all last spring
iboiit buying an anto, and now he Is
talking all the time about why ha
"ants to sell it
Amos
ten
Tonklnson
received
Christmas cards bearing helpful, uplifting mottoes last year and they
might as well have been advertisements for town lots in Greenland.

Retaining the Lead.
"I see that Mr. Seaddsworth. who
owns that million-dolla- r
palace on the
iill. is sleeping out of doors Just as
bis humble neighbors do," observes
the man with the vindictive frown to
the resident of the locality which has
oeen visited by a way of
o

oalure.

"Tes," replies the native. "Hia doctor told him he moat do It tor the
sake of hia health."
"Must be a sort of humiliation to
him to have to sleep la a common
tent the same as poor folks."
"Bless you! He doesn't. He bought
the biggest circus tent he could find
and has engaged several of the most
famous artista to decorate the canvas."

t00- I

Back to Nature.
have triad the Simple Life;

frtft not at Its rigors.
O. I kick at all the strife
1 ve had In fighting chigres.

Bt

YEARS AGO almost every mother thought her child must have
PAREGORIC or laudanum to make it sleep. These drags will produce
sleep, and A FEW DEOPS TOO MAST will produce the SLEEP FROM WHICH
THERE IS HO WAKING. Many are the children who have been killed or
whose health has been ruined for lifa by paregoric, lajirlflimin and morphine, each
of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists are prohibited from selling
either of the narcotics named to children at all, or to anybody without labelling
a
them poison." The definition of " narcotic " is : "A medicine which relieves pain
and produces sleep, hut which in poisonous doses produces stupor, coma, convulsions and death. " The taste and smell of medicines containing opium are disguised,
and sold under the names of "Drops," "Cordials," "Sotrthing Syrups," etc Ton
should not permit any medicine to be given to your children without yon or
your physician know of what it is composed. CASTORIA DOES NOT 0QÑ-TA- H
NARCOTICS, if it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

pOSTT

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas H. Fletcher.
says: "I use your Castorla
DInsdale, of Chicago,
Dr. 7.
W.

ALCOHOL 3 PER

An Atchison woman who marriod a
widower, and who is wise beyond her
time, has filed a most peculiar document in the courts. It is to this effect: "My husband's first wife left
two petticoats of cotton, and one of
wool, all badly worn; one old corset,
two pairs of hose, two house dresses,

three shirt waists, one dress skirt, a
thin gold ring, a hair switch, a go!d
breastpin, one pair of bouse slipper.-and a winter coat. I have had them
carefully itemized and sworn to before a notary and they now lie sealed
In. the attic of our home. This document goes on record to forestall any
further litigation from my
for the possession of 'mother's
things.' If at any time they want
'mother's things' I will be glad to turn
the sealed box over to them." Lincoln State Journal.
THE HEIR'S

We offer One
ease or catarro
Catarro Cure.

The unthinking life some people lead
often causes trouble and sickness, illustrated in the experience of a lady
in Fond Du Lac, Wis.
"About four years ago I suffered
dreadfully from indigestion, always
having eaten whatever I liked, not
thinking of the digestible qualities.
This Indigestion caused palpitation of
the heart so badly I could not walk up
a flight of stairs without sitting down
once or twice to regain breath and
strength.
"I became alarmed and tried dieting,
wore my clothes very loose, and many
other remedies, but found no relief.
"Hearing of the virtues of Grape-Nut- s
and Postum, I commenced using
them in place of my usual breakfast of
coffee, cakes, or hot biscuit, and In
rae week's time I was relieved of sour
itomach and other Ills attending Indigestion. In a month's time my heart
was performing its functions naturally
and I could climb stairs and hills and
walk long distances.
"I gained ten pounds In this short
time, and my skin became clear and I
completely regained my health and
I continué to use Grape-Nut- s
strength.
and Postum for I feel that I owe
my good health entirely to their nse.
"There's a Reason."
"I like the delicious flavour of Grape-Nu- t
and by making Postum according to directions. It tastes similar to
mild high grade coffee."
Read "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
Brer read the abane letter t A ww
awe meara trass time to ttaae. They
haawan
fall
ra arMtalae, trae,
U teres t.

i
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Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
Rough. on Bedbugs, PowderorLiq'd, 25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough on, Roaches, Pow'd,15c.,Liq'd,25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.

Shake Into Your Shoes
a powder for your feet.
Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
painful,
cures
swollen, smarting, sweatIt
ing feet. Makes new shoes easy. Sold by
all Druggists and Shoe Stores. Don't accept any substitute. Sample FREE. Address A. 8. Olmsted, Leltoy, N. Y.
A Good

Rule.

"What's your recipe for managing
a husband?"
"Oh, there isn't any. Just feed him
well, and trust to luck."
Fine for teeth! Fine tor breath! Fine
WRIGLEY'S SPEAR-

for digestion!
MINT.

AnerfcctrtodvforftiBlta

If You Have
if lines blur or
PETTIT'S EYE
gists or Howard

lion. Sour

aomach.Dlarrtoa

Common Sor Eyes,
run together, you need
SALVE? 25c. All drugBros., Buffalo, N. Y.

There la no pleasure beyond the
rules of righteousness; there Is bo
pleasure In what Injures another.
The sale of Indigestion medicine Is
going down. The sale of WRIGLEY'S
SPEARMINT is going up.
Men, like tools, are useless when
they lose their temper.

?
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Hie Kind Toa Have Always Bought
In Use For Over

Easct Copy of Wrapper.

IMC

A Pertinent Inquiry.
Little Willie stumbled over a scrubbing brush and fell into a pall of
soapy water.
"Father," he said, as he rose, "where
do the angels go when the spring
cleaning in heaven begins?"
'

Closely Related.
Mother Samuel, where are those
green apples that I left In the pantry?
Samuel They're with the Jamaica
ginger that was In the medicine chest.
Linplncott's.
Practical Derivative.
Teacher Now, children, who can
tell mo what "obedience" is derived
from?
Pupil From gettin' licked, Miss.

CCWTAUSj

C

30

Years.

Woman's Friend
Nearly all women suffer at times from fomnlo

I

ailments. Some women suffer more amitelv anH
more constantlythan others. But whether you have
little pain or whether you suffer intensely, you
should take Wine of Cardui and get relief.
Cardui is a safe, natural metUpine. fnr
I prepared scientifically from harmless
in- igreoienis. it acts easily on the female organs and
i gives Btrengtu ana tone to tne wnole system.
vep-eAW- e

Or. Bigger Huckleberry Cordial.
Cures Children Teething, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Choleramorbns and Flux, all Stomach and Bowel Troubles. At Druggist. 25c
and 50c per bottle.

A financier is simply a man who
demonstrates the truth of the old
saying that a fool and big money are
soon parted.
A Domestic Bye Remedy
Compounded by Experienced Physicians.
Conforma to Pure Pood and Drutrs Laws.
Wins Friends Wherever Used. Ask Druggists tor Murine Eye Remedy. Try Murine in Your Eyes. You Will Like Murine-

The Woman's Tonic

J

3

Wallarp. nf Kanow Tot
BtU
Mrs. VéTOft
frior! PaW)
V..UUUJ.
uuc wiitas:
,
b
T man doa.nl
-1
Cardui has none more for- mn than
.
uvovillA, UUk
DfilUg Xt
was taken with female inflammation and consulted a doctor, but to
no avail, so i tooK tjardui, and inside of three days, I was able to do
I my housework. Since then my trouble has never returned." Try
it
I

AT ALL DRUG

Tbe Short Hours.
"How late did you sit In that poker
game?"
"Till about $12.30." CorneU Widow.

I

STORES

Most everybody who likes fresh air
likes fresh mint leaf flavored WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT.
While we have a great deal of respect for old age, we draw the line at
boarding-housspring chicken.
e

The more we sacrifice In behalf of
any cause the dearer It becomes to us.
N. Meloy.

and!

111.,

advise Its use In all families where there are children."
Br. Alexander E. Mintle, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "I have frequently
prescribed your Castorla and have found it a reliable and pleasant remedy for children.'
Or. J. S. Alexander, of Omaha, Neb., says: "A medicine to valuable and
beneficial for children as your Castorla is, deserves the highest praise, I
find it in nse everywhere."
Dr. J. A. licClellan, of Buffalo, N. ?, says: I have frequently prescribes
your Castorla for children and always got good resulta. la fact I nse
Castorla for my own children."
Dr. J. W. Allen, of St Louis, Mo, says: "I heartily endorse your Castorla. I have frequently prescribed It in my medical practice, and nava
always found it to do all that is claimed for it"
Dr. C H. Glldden, of Sf Paul, Minn, says: "My experience aa a practitioner with your Castorla has been highly satisfactory, and I PSBIswSf it
an excellent remedy for the young."
Dr. H. D. Benner, of Philadelphia, Pa, says: "I have used your Castorla as a purgative in the cases of children for years past with the most
happy effect, and fully endorse it as a safe remedy.1
Dr. 3. A. Boar man, of Kansas City, Mo, says: Tour Castorla It a splendid remedy for children, known the world over. I nse It in my practice
and have no hesitancy in recommending it for the complaints of imanta
and children."
Dr. J. J. Mackey, of Brooklyn, N. 7, says:
consider your Castorla an
excellent preparation for children, being composed of reliable medicines
and pleasant to the taste, A good remedy foe all disturbances of the

1

Not What He Meant.
The Liverpool Post tells of a Birkenhead church secretary who announced in church on Sunday that a
Shakespearean recital In character
would be given. When he was Informed that the recital would not be
"in character" he corrected himself
by saying, None of those taking part
In the recital will be dressed."

Children Need Acting.
Perry Grant of New Tork
thinks that acting is a psychological
need, ard is looking for the rich man
who will build a theater for children.
Mr. White It's no use, my dear, I
The purpose of such a theater, he says,
shall have to have my whiskers off; Is
educational and Is in keeping with
baby is pulling 'em out by the roots.
the discoveries of Froebel, who knew
Mrs. White How unfeeling of you.
that play Is an Instinct Implanted by
It's the only thing that keeps baby nature
for educational purposes.
quiet. Now you threaten to take the
dear's enjoyment away!
Automoblllsts Read This.
At the end of the trip when the eyes
Family Medicine Chest.
are stiff and inflamed from wind and
Every mother of sons ought to keep dust, there is nothing quite so soothing
an "accident box" containing a spool as Doctor Mitchell's Eye Salve. Just
a little particle rubbed along the eye
of adhesive plaster, a package of
cotton, a bottle of boracic acid lashes brings Instant relief. At all drug
or general stores or by mail. Price 25
and some soft old linen. A fresh cut cents. Hall & Ruckel. New York City.
immediatecarefully
bathed
should be
ly and bandaged to keep ont the dirt,
A Knocker.
which bo often contains germs of lock'Ton say that you told my little hoy
bleeding,
first
jaw. If there is much
that he looked Uke me?"
close the wound with the plaster, then
"Yea."
applicaeover It with the cotton. An
"And what did he sayr
"He said I was a knocker." Houston
tion of alcohol will easily remove the
plaster.
Post
HARD

e

Not Narcotic.

F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and Relieve him perfectly honorable tn all business
transactions and nnanrially
able to carry out any obllyauona made by hat firm.
V. alding,
Makvim,
Kinnan
Toledo. O.
Wholesale Dragsters
flan's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, arttng
dbeetly upon the blood and mucous surfaces ol the
lyitem. Testimonials sent tree. Fríes 75 coots par
bottle. Bold by all DruuUts.
Tale Hall's family Fills tor constipation.

Rev.

THINK

ncss and RestJCootains rciitw
ror Mineral.

Opiunt-Morphin-

Hundred Dollars Reward for any
that cannot be cured by Hall's

Rough on Skeeters, agreeable toaiseSc.
E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

It Pays to Think About Food.

nvN--

similaimfeFooian(fRrto
hngteS(airaassndSlwd.á

li.

d

ay corners
oeople who

Don't Poison Baby

success.

have

gone the way of all other reforms
it was a hot favorite for two weeks.

INOLE

hand-ma-

and yet the most difficult to prolong. It Is then that the greatest car
Is exercised In maintaining
bodily

A man

--

If yon wish beautiful, clear, white clothe,
use Red Cross Ball Blue. Large 2 ox.
package, 5 cents.
Light, heat and oil are the worst
enemies of the rubber tire.
The more WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT
she would chew. The better her digestion grew.

If

you

have
stand by them.

friends In adversity
Dickens.

Mnj. Wlsalow'l
lata Syrap.
For children Uctálas.
the sans, rej.es. &
naaaiasiiiia, alista sala, caía warn oalfci. zwaboctla.

Bathing In the enow la a common
custom In Russia.

of thosei ugly i

ray half. Use

" LA

Suicide

raWEK

SUCKERS
wear wel)

m
v

ITI .t

BBS.

at

and they keep ynu
dry while you are
yrearinq them

322
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6tmxim rnmeoor.
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Slow death and awful 111104111
follows neglect of bowels. Constipation kills more people than
consumption. It needs a cura
and there is one medicine in
all the worlcTttat cares It

CASCARETS.

.41

Cascaren 19c. box vack's treatment. AU draasiats. Bkrsreat sanar

n

fRU.

AJ.TbWHJ CO, BOSTOH
Tower Camaman Co.

W. N. U

imtd

. faasaiTO.

Oklahoma City, No.

Cm
IfaflHrteawlth.
09.

CREOLE" HAIR RESTORER. o PRICE, tlsOO,

Thompson's Eye Water

art lust beginning to play
individually, wan for man, I
iht Alanos oiiicla" tba linernallonalt.
"u"
weal lato IB (
The in
day without hving bad any opportuai y
lor team practice tln. e the Fort Sun
thr-- e
wek ago Further
M gane several
of the play art worked
than thai,
the Alaaij

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES, Prop.

This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.
A Regular Dinner for

35c

(Continued from page 1.)
An organized effort is being
made to iuduce these stockholders of the company to favor the
expenditure of a large amount
of money for the purpose of
making Cloudcroft the great
health resort and playground of
the world for little children.
President Simmons, of the
Southwestern, has already recommended to the board of directors of the road which will meet
in New York soon that the com-

The News is on sale in Alamogordo at Warren Bros.'
durg store.
Price 5 cents a
copy.
Cloudcroft people will find
The News on sale at Bailey's

Pharmacy.

Every Class of Queensware at
OLIVER'S, from the very cheapest to the very best.
Mrs. J. A. Eddy, two daughters and a maid, of Denver, were
at the Alamogordo hotel the first
of the week. They left yesterday for Cloudcroft where they
will remain for a season. Mrs.
Eddy's husband was associated
with his brother, C. B. Eddy, in
the building of the railroad to
Cloudcroft.

tu iu mad.
had brttnr

Natives of other elsUa
busy or ih Lo Utsf
will have the big crowd of tin' day
The ncurslun train from Kurt Stanton will brloK Id 20Ü Demons Iron ilia'
Largn orowdH Mf MpocMd
unction.
board the train ai Csrrlioro. Tillaros
ami ether point-- , and it wmild Dot be

ft

surprising If the pedal train r in
here wlib 500 perrons on board
Tu arosa will not celebrate a '"I it Is
expepted that practically all the popula
tion of that city wtll culi B here.
The IrailneM men of the loan hart,
a' a rule, been very liberal in tlielr do
t

nation.

A

few have

rcftixed to give
the case every

1

CLASSIFIED

rates. Building is nicely located. Has five exits, 56 electric
lights, large stage, line scenery
Cool and pleasant. See M
Brounoff at residence over thea

tre.

24tf

FOR SALE An A No. 1 Milk
Cow, fresh. None better in the
territory. Inquire at News office

WANTED:

latl eek In ord-- r to
and grand stand ready
were actual y not fH,
hard game
(el together buyt. perfect your signals and team plays, and theu practice
hard to Improve your band-cra- li.
You've got the sueed and the stamina I
(Jell
ih.il .till make a irreal hall team
uuv with the development work
you.
in
Alamogordii believes
Start from heie. and ue plant) of the
pep" as old Hill Nls..n
The International team Is composed
of genlleuianiv fellows, who are sportsmen ami play clean ball. We will bo
glad to nelcome them here again whenever It is practicable to have them come.
Thin- - far I hate been boosting
Now I'm going to knock, swinging
straight from the shoulder for the point
of the j iw on that repulsive mug of M r
Cbionic Croaker
During the game Sunday an Alamo
gordo man (hardly a citizen) stood near
me. Up to the fourth Inning when the
core stood two to nothing in favor of
the Alamos, this surly grouch never let
out one gleeful chirp
In the fourth, when the Internationals scored oue run, leaving the Internationals still trailing behind, this thing
began to croak: "Alamo is heat now
She ain't got a
sure as shooting.
ver day
have the grounds
by Sunday and
phvslrallv. for a

hard

chance.''
Wouldn't we be Justified In refunding
this man his meatly price of admission,
and then throwing him over the fence?
And this particular one was not quite
alone In his croaking.
There were others, and if they don't
let up on the croaking, more specific
mention will be made. It is possible to

Everybody

in
Alamogordo to subscribe for El
Paso Morning Times, the paper
that is printing all the live news
and boost stories of Alnmocrordo.
Reaches here six hours ahead of
any other outside paper with the
same news, and coutains more
live Alamogordo news thn nil
ther outside miners Rnmhinarl.
A paper every day in the week.
outhkie Smith,
Alamo Circulator

WANT LIBERTY
(Continued from page

1.)

NEAL HOUS
Mrs.

B. Neal,

Bertha

Prop.

Fine Home Cooking.
Rates, $5 per weel
Everything Sanitary, New and Modern
Auto and Gasoline
Electrical Supplies.
Engine Supplies.

General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.

G.

F- -

ROUSSEAU,
Cor. loth and Penn.

'Phone 56.

Ave.

J. Q. GRANT,
Proprietor of tba

City Livery and Transfei
Good rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just Bast of News office

Residence Phone

Phone

call a spade a spade.

ADS.

moving picture shows, theatri
cals, public meetings, etc. Low

It.

exhibition in the show windows
of the city.
A great many people have
registered. Texas, however, is

ant thing; hut this i
where.
Id every town there Is alwavs nne or
two business men who never contribute
anything that will advertise the town
Come to the Celebration on They like to see the crowds come but
ot
your
alwavs want others to pay the bills.
July and make
the .inl
The News is glad to state
headquarters where you will be However, are
there
but few of this class in
cordially w e c o m e at OLI that
Alamogordo.
VER'S.
The base ball fans are enthusiastic
After spending a month with her son, over the prospects of having two good
games. One will be played at 4
ball
W. A, Rnid. Mrs. J. Reed has returned
o'clock in the afternoon of the Third,
to her home in Pittsburg, Pa
the other on the Fourth. Alamogordo
Fort Stanton will be the opposing
Our Second Hand Store is full and
teams.
to the ceiling with Bargains that
Looking at the matter from all view
you need in the Home every day points. The News feeli safe In saying
is going to be a
and every hour. We would like that the celebration
hummer. Not only are large crowds
to have you come and see At coining
In on the trains, but ail the
OLIVER'S.
country folks will be here and the indi
cations are that the mountaineers for
SO miles around wlil take advantage of
the opportunity to celebrate Indepen
dence Day in Alamogordo, the City
Beautiful.
Hates for advertisements in this column
one cent a word each insertion. Minimum charge 25 cents.

pany spend $1:0. 'Mio (or the erection of
modern hotel. He has alio forwarded to
a letter calling attenthe stockholder
tion to the fact that there is not a more
favorable location anywhere for sick
FOR SALE Household and
children than at Cloudcroft and has
asked them to take hold of the matter. kitchen furniture, one buggy
Dr. U E Stevenson, of El Paso, met and set of harness.
One door
with the physiclan9 and business men
of Alamogordo Monday and told of the north of Hanson's rooming house,
plans of the El Paso Chamber of Com Indiana Ave.
tuerce end the railroad company to conTO TRADE Desirable real
vince the stockholders of the company
Of the desirability
of Cloudcroft as a estate for mares from yearlings
health and pleasure resort. The Otero to six years old. Address F. M.
County Medical Association has pre80
pared and forwarded to the El Paso Greene, Atlanta, Texas.
Chamber of Commerce a strong letter
Have those Pictures Framed
set'lng forth at length the desirability
where you have a chance of se-- !
of Cloudcroft as a resort of this kind.
Dr Stevenson is enthusiastic over the lecting anything you may want.
matter and is of the opinion that when OLIVER is the best equipped
the wealthy women stockholders of the
company know the trun situation, they for this of any merchant in the
will favor the expenditure of an im- county.
mense amount of money possibly C0b
FOR KENT Brounoff's Popu
000
in the building of a New Cloud
croft.
lar theatre, fine tor dances,

Where To Buy

(Continued from page I.)

ste

Now Open for Business

CLOUDCROFT

THE CELEBRATION

LIKED

Manager Harris, fnr the Alamogordo
team, did everything possible for the
entertainment of the El Paso boy s and
they are loud in their praise of the
Catcher Nel
treatment they received
son was the bright and shining star on
team,
nu secand
Kearney
the Alamo
ond, well known here, played a good
game. McDowell, pitching fnr the Al
isiuogonlo team, struck out eight men
The Iniernatiouals made live doublu
Alamogordo was credited with
plays
four errors and the Internationals with
three.

charged with rioting
Judge hdward A. Mann, Saturday, issued a writ of habeas
eornu8 directed to the sheriff' of
LincoJn county directing him to
havehe lour alleged rioters appear before him here June 24 to
show cause why they should lie
held upon the charge.
It seems to be the opinion of a B. R. Land returned Monday
great many people in proving from a four months' trip to Los
that thev" were ae.tinaro in a nence. Angeles. He told The News
able manner at the time of the that he was glad to be among

MEYER

C.

TREATMENT.

Monday s EI raso Herald had
the following to 6ay of the treat
ment accorded the Internationals
while they were in Alamogordo:

Dealer in General Merchandise
.. au IVI ,
tsil
aim .n uic uiu si.iuu .u
Stock
blll
complete in all lines and my prices are right.
Just received a
.1

i..
13

ot

Ft. Smith,

his old Alamogordo friends
again. His daughter, who accompanied him to the Pacific,
was married at Los Angeles to
Charles H. Franz, formerly of
White Oaks. Her name was
Mrs. Lottie Yates.
Mr. and
Mrs. Franz have decided to make
their home in California.
Summer time is the time to
use those lovely Hammocks yon
will find at OLIVER'S.
Dr. N. H. Lassiter and family,
the killing resulted.
who recently came here from
Shrevesnort. Ia.. havp innvpil u
Cloudcroft for the summer.
THE BALL GAME All styles and all prices of
Hammocks at OLIVER'S.
(Continued from page 1.)
Joe Oarndron, of Orogrande, is
in town investigating some mintraining and practice, make the ing propositions.
Baby Buggies for the Babies.
fattest aggregation of ball players in
New Mexico. The players themselves All kinds at
OLIVER'S.
a
had
bird gruelling game that was
The county assessor's office
beneficial to their form, and picked up
some valuable pointers.
has been equipped with a new
There is no gainsaying the fact that $150 metal document filing case
that ths Internationals

ArK--

,

i
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Farm and Mountain Wagons

IS

fx

ueere

ami

I

HENRY

i.

now company . s implements.
.

-

ANDERSON,

W.

t.

i

EIDS0N,
R. B. NRMSTROM,
Vice President
csl

President.

1900

Established

The First National Banl
Of Alamogordo,

South-western-

IN.

M.

CONDENSED STATEMENT
AT COMPTROLLER'S

CALL. CLOSE OP BUSINESS

Apr. U,

MBSOUKCEfi

Loans and Discounts
O.prd rafts
IT.

104.268.l'l
4.S4

S. Bonds

Bank Haildinir
Furniture and Fixtures
Bonds, Securities, etc
Cash on band and in vault
Total

Capital

ii..iiim

Sarulms
Undivided

ilionti

Deposita

SUMI tin

LSJ8.7S

Circulation

Pruita 'Nat)
.

j,J).41

1K587.07

Total

DIRECTORS
W. J. BRYSON,
F. M. RHOMBERG,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J. M. WYATT,
C. MEYER,
w. R. EIDSON,
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY 8. EVANS.

outpointed the
72 compartments.
In generalship and team work; containing
This enables Assessor Pelphrey
must be remembered that the
KMBALMIP
btve been playing togeth- te handle the records of his office AND FUNKKAL
er, as a team for some six years, while in a much better
DIRECTOR
manner.
AND DE ALiT"
Alamos

but

Hotel Alamogordo
f

si

u. p.

mcray,
mm

It

The Leading Hotel
of the City.

A.

IN FUNERAL
SUPPLIES

m.

MONEY

J. GÜCK

OFFICC

UNDERTAKER

1

KttJ
NO.

LOANED

ON REAL ESTATE.
LONG TIME,
EASY PAYMENTS.
RELIABLE
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED.

6. E. Barrett

Conducted oo the American Plan.

The Jackson Loao & Trust Co.

Centrally and Conveniently

Fort Worth, Texas. Jackson, MIssíssíddí

Real Estete, Réntele and Relinquishment, improved sal
unimproved city properties and goTernment locations.

Located.
THE

w

-

The
Printing
Point
Good typewritten letters convey
an impression of good business
methodu,and the machine is often
responsible ior the appearance.

Appreciate Your Business in

Real Estate, Rentals,

fire, Life,

Accident, Health, Burglary
and Plate Glass Insurance.
Fidelity Bonds
Notary Public.
Abstracts of Title.
10th Street.
ALAMOGORDO.

Phone 134.
NEW MEXICO.

-

8

Barrett

Price.

Live Stock and commission

merchants

P 0. Box 31.

Alamo Real Estate, Loan & Insurance Co.
Will

-

The Underwood
r""B

types alwavs reach tli nrrtrutr nríntímr nm'nl
TkA uvue-ua- r i
oner
.7. i
i to
witn a guide a feature peculiar
the Under.
woou
i,tie type must g0 right. There's no other way. It cannot
WOODIe. Good looking
a
- - o work is aunnmilinil
.
fT..J.
ouucmuuu l
,
ous il
tnrougn-- or

Kb owladirenf the Uaderwood

The ot)ly place in Otero Cow
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

McRae Lumber

ComiM

CASH MEAT
leatures

prevent operator' blunders.

will halprou to secure irieaurefflclencv

I. JSli K.

VI

Will

Eventually Buy"

The Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc. Anywher.

ARK

I

D. A. PRIELEY, Prop.

Retail
Wholesale and
.
Meal
Fresh
and
Salted
New York Avenue,
.,
a
Til
"SUASaEitC k

.

a-

"The Machine You

I

car

agent for Champion Mowers and Rakes and other litems !
ft tional Harvester Co.. Machinery.
Also agent for the John!
,

1

shootinrr.
The Carrizozo News says that
the five men had purchased tickets for Coyote and were asleep
on the seats of the waiting room
of the depot when the
's
night watchman came
in and woke them up and ordered them out of the depot. The
ticket agent, the News says,
told the watchman that the men
had tickets and were entitled to
remain in the depot. Herring
insisted that they get out and

mm

i.i ..-- -J
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Alamogordo,
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